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Editorial• Editorial• Editorial• td1tL,11.ll •Editorial• I thton.11 • Ed1lorial • Editorial 

The View From the Chamberpot 

Most of the articles in this issue of Vector are devoted to Arthur C. 
Clarke, who reached his eightieth birthday on 16 December 1997. 
Not only is he the most sign ificant British sf writer since H G 
Wells, he is also (alongside Heinlein and Asimov) one of the three 
writers that almost every fan I know has cut her sfna1 teeth on. Of 
that select triumvirate, who shaped the sf we have today, only 
Clarke survives, and we are proud to mark his eightieth birthday, 
just as Vector 170 marked his seventy-fifth birthday. 

Others can speak more eloquently than me about his 
strengths, so I'd like to write about another of his gifts to us: the 
Arthur C. Clarke Award. As far as l can see, this is something 
unique - no other book prize is named for a living person. (The 
Ian St James prize is more of a creative writing competition). In 
another place - well, OK, Matrix - John Jarrold has suggested that 
the Award has lost its way, or rather that the judges have 
consistently given it to the wrong book. (And immediately I 

declare an interest, as a judge in 1996, and again this year -
hence no confidences of the rightly closetted judging session will 
be broken, although I'm wary of abusing my position as editor and 
judge}. 

What on earth are awards for, and how come the judges 
always get it wrong? Erik Axel Kar!feldt, Sigrid Undset and Par 
Lagerkvist have all won literature's biggest prize, the Nobel, but 
who's heard of them? But Yeats, Pirandello, Eliot, Hemingway and 
Hesse have all won it, redeeming it from the sin of never giving it 
10 Greene and Burgess. Or how about the Booker, plunged this 
year into controversy with a dull shortlist/ In the cases of Roddy 
Doyle, Pat Barker and Graham Swift, the juries found the correct 
writer, but the wrong book. At least the Clarke Award hasn't fallen 
into this trap - with the exception of Pat Cadigan who has won it 
twice and Paul McAuley, I don't think any writer who has made 
the shortlist more than once has gone on to win the award. {Nor, 
indeed, has any novel which was part of an ongoing series at its 
time of writing} . 

Awards serve several functions. They hopefully reward the 
best book of the year, by some kind of generally accepted criteria, 
even if it is only that of the jury. They may stimulate interest in the 

LETTERS TO VECTOR 

Nigtl Panoni ~s to difln- witb Andrtw M. Butler o= ont' of 
ff'IKTal tTTOTS the la1ur ,;poiud in Dan Simmons's Endymion: 

From: Nigd Parsons, Cardiff 
Re: 'Continuity Corner' (V194'). Whilst being a nmable pedant 
myself, I would not accep1 that being 'terrible at poker' is 
inconsis1em with being 'a formidable poker player'. My dictionary 

publications shortlisted or rewarded, they may act as publicity 
material, they may act as way-markers for future readers, they may 
encourage innovation or quality. They may even cause half a 
dozen otherwise sane and rational people 10 give up several 
thousand hours of their copious free time and several feet of shelf 
space. 

Stephen Moss, literary editor of The Guardian, suggests that: 
'We are deeply conservative and the Booker - and other prizes -
must work to cure us of our desire to cling to the known, the 
familiar, the culturally established.' How many times do we as sf 
readers settled for the sequel to something we know we've liked, 
rather than risk six or seven pounds on something different! How 
often do we buy something because we know it's like something 
else we've enjoyed? Given a choice between completing a 
collection of a favourite author or trying an unknown, I know 
which way I'd lean, and I'm not happy about it. 

Just as Clarke has shaped the sf field by his originality, the 
Clarke Award has almost always gone to a book that could redraw 
the map of what we call sf. Atwood and Greenland refreshed 
seemingly exhausted genres of dystopia and soap opera. Ryman 
and Noon saw familiar locations through surreal new eyes. 
Cadigan dazzled us with a pyrotechnical use of viewpoints. On at 
least three occasions the award has gone to someone relatively 
outside of the sf coterie. Fine: to redraw the map you sometimes 
have to visit terra incognita. 

I'm not claiming the judges get it right every time - our job is 
infinitely more difficult than the retro-Booker judges choosing 
between books published in 1847 by the Brontes, Scott and 
Trollope. The healthy variety of books shortlisted for the 1996 
Clarke Award meant that the award felt closer to the Whitbread, 
where children's fiction rubs sleeves with nonfiction. But the 
Award's most important function is surely 10 get the sf community 
talking about books, about the merits of books, about how we 
judge the worth of a book. And thus a controversial choice should 
reaffirm the award rather than undermine it. 

Happy birthday, Dr Clarke. 

Andrew M. Butle r (Nottingham - Hull, Winte r 1997) 

lists both as meaning 'awe inspiring'. although admittedly 'terrible' 
hai; somcwha1 changed lil meaning ovn time. 

For an author constantly harping back to the- works of Kc-ats, 
should we- not expect a purer use of Engli~h? l2SI 

Andrr..u M. Butlt"T mponds: My first thought was, ~J, you'w- a point 
thert, you got mt bang to rights,fairrop guv. That (ont ofsNKral 
continuity glitches I highlighted} is a reasonable explanation. 

But, ,mfortunauJy, I also had a s«ond thought. Poktr Sttm1 to be 
used in the book Endymion to indirau whether rharactt"TJ show 
c-motion on their faus;for tumplt: 'f admit I was shocked. My fart 
must haw- shown it. I'm glad I was not playing poke-r this particular 
morning'{I4J). Poker is Ont ofm1rral gamtJ that they play on lx,ard 
ship to pass the time-: 7k w«k had paned pltasantly enough; the thru 
of us had mui a lot, ta/Jud a lot, pla~d a lot -Ame-a u1as txrtllent at 
chess, good at Go, and terrible at poker - and the days pamd without 
incident'(182}. ltooktheword 'terriblt 'in its modemsmst!(this islt!t 
in the futurt, afit"T all) of mtaning awful. Yts, it can also mtan 
inspiring awt or terror. But then surtly the Jt!nlenct would run: 'A me-a 
was good al Go, txctllent at chess, ,md terriblt al poker', thus building 
the magnitude of her abilititsf 'n,m, yts, it would makt sense- that she 
was indtffl formidablt' {inspiring awe, terror, drtad and so on), and 
ihat this is in lint with what wt haw- btm told. But as I Jay, I had a 
Jt!condthought. 
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look aglfin at tk quotation about Mr prowns al poker: 'she was a 
/ormWbltpoltrrplap: HtrtitiJlfJl/irh.i1btmdisc~/ortk 
Jim timt, confirm mg somtihing :1.ln:.:idy 'WOrulh'td 11bouL Jmlttd, 
following Amt:1.'J biN/fing ag.:zimt thtir entmin, RllNI a~ tbzt: 'ih1J 
ti=•~'1r•old WONki br ant ht/I of• poker playn-' (198}, wb1<h is 
confirmtd(SM .. -asj two fUgtJ t.ttr. 8Nt ~ u ht ml/ Nnunain aboNt 
MrJki/11/lt poker111 thiJ point in tht plot, WM1I ht's/oNnd Mr tnrihlt 
(in tllhtT -J somt fUgts previoNJy! Tbt p/•ymg of tbrn, Go 11ml 
poker u•;as on tbt first lrg of tht1r joNrney, and thu "PP'Urs to br on tk1r 
s«ond. Ewn if JIN iJ av;r.mspiring. it shoNldn 't br nrw to him. I 
sNsp«t tht J«/Utl will cast somt light on tk ..bolt WNt - I srrongly 
JNJpttr UY 11rt bring Jtt up to Stt R:1.ul 11J an 1mrtl111blt narrator. / 

And now" /mer from" dWlftufi«J <NJtomtr: 

From: David Lewis, Stowupb.nd, Stowmarkct, Suffolk 

V«to r's manhe.id for the last 30 odd years I have been reading it is: 
'The Critical Journal of the BSFA'. The follo,;,,•ing analysis of the 
contents of V. 195 shows that this is not currcmly the case: 

Reviews 60% 
where arc they now squibs 15% 
obscure French films 10% 
schoolboy sf lhemei; 6% 
editorial 3% 
Ultcn 3% 
contents / info 3% 

I do not ntc anicla on omctlre French Films as a necessary or legit 
interpretation of S.F. criticWTl nor do I rate Paul Kincaid's recycled 
schoolboy's guide; to themes in S.F. as se:nous cmicum or analysis. 

Neither arc the squibs by L j . Hun.I or A. Blundell much 
bcttrr. 

I refer you to Vtctors edited by the likes of Malcolm Edwards, 
Geoff Rippington or Kev Smith for the kind of aniclcs which would 
jusiify continuance of the masthead claim. 

M for info on boolu. Matra was conceived years ago as the 
-Newsletter• precisely to supply that need. 

Also p.,~b.Jrk P11rlaurl lnfrma Jince dropped/ incorpor.ued in 
Vtc1orcarricdrcv1ews. 

I believe you must try harder on the balance of contents or drop 
your masthead claims. Reviews do not literary criticism make. 
Something ne;irtr the articles in Fo1md,mo11 would redress the 
balance. Some longer discussion of nirrcnt concerns within the SF 
community or analysis of a particular author in greater depth is 
callcdfor. 

Yes I hear the cry we C2Dno1 gc1 1he contributiom:. Yes I know 
1he economic considerations viJ..i•t1iJ Vttror and Marrix's siz.c but it 
docs not mean I am happy with the result. l2SI 

G;1ry S llilkin rq,lin: Ta hr fX1'/«dy hannt with JO"• D.wid, I don't 
thmk t1thtr Andrrw or mpt'lf haw rt,./ly 1akm a gnat du/ a{ notict of 
EM nwsW.:id. [Wtll, I kind of prtJNmt th.:zt rnticiclfl refrn to 10mtthing 
Wntlfmmg criticism, criticism is u,J,.,r moo do and TtVlttm art wnttm 

U,crit,a - AndrrwJ.I. B"lltr/ R,.thtrwth.iw m«J to <llrryon Vcctor 
in much W manner il tNJ lundtd to HJ, and m ltttpmg with tht 
mucturt of critical articlts, inttrt11rws, '""'""'• am/ yn. lrtrrrs, 
«J11or111/s •ml contents listing u•hich tt'"7 prni10NJ i.nNe I haw twr 

SttnhaJwnt,un«Jtosomtdrgrtt. lcan only•JJumr,giW7l that you 
haw not wrmm br/art, rbzt JON h<tvt bttn happy umh rl1t prn.i1o"J 1m 

i»Nts! jolm NtUJJingtr's roay 'SF and tk TroNb/cJ' and K. V. &1/ry on 
The Fall of Hyperion in Vector 194 art s"rtly turtly tht sari of 
11rtidts yo11 art looking/ad 

I am 10,ry th.it you did no/ enjoy V!95, b111 wt' comidtr th..1 t L.J. 
Hu rst and Anthony Bl11ndtll (on Mark Adlard a,1d Howard Baktr 
rtsp«tiwly) IJ.:zw wrillro 11alu11blt pitctJ which may l1tlp TtVi'flt inttrtst 
in two unjNstly ntgl«t«J authors. 0hKNrt isn't a synonym for rud -
indttd, mNtb of tilt if ,owrtd in Vector might br ,amider«J tlx 
ep11omt of rccherchC b-y tht widtr U,'OTk/. So I am ,urpristd you objttt 
ro cowragto/ 'ob,cNrt Frcich Fi/nu'; or is it b«1111Jt 1/,eyarc Frrnch! 
Should wt stick to wwring only famous Ameriun film1 that JON coNld 
read abo"t in any of a doun magazmn t ,uily atM1lablt in 1111y good 
nnougmt! Le Dernier Combat (LNC &»on S Jim /Jm i11 1983} u:,.s 
not only sf. bNt ont of ,ht most strJt1ngfirstfi/mJ of tk 1980J.. 7bt 
films u:h1d, /ol/owtd, although not sf. ti.Wt' cm.tmly /ant,rJtltoJI, h.wrng 
that cm.tin 1ndrfin.Jblt somnhing vbich maltts UJtm apptal 10 

fandom. Hu kltnt, The Fihh Element, u nt11Mr obsturt 11or Frmd,, 
bNt It IS ctrtJtmly sf. and iris cerL:Jmly noublt. 

Finally, Vccior is not Foundation, •ml :,rs It u difficult gt/ting 
good ronrrib,11ions u:hrn it'J not poJJ1blt to /UY for art id rs. Happily, EM 
sf community indudcs nwny IAlenttd and gmerouJ rop/e, inc/Nding 
somt of 1hr best um/er in the gmrt, who 11rt willing to danatt 1hcrr 
timtAnd t/fort/rtt o/<fu.'7,t to mlfg;1zintJJ11Chas Vccior, M.it rix lfmi 
Focw. Ont tum pit is tilt ltngthy, d11<NYS1W p1ttt b-y Stephm &u:ter m 

1/m wry mut a/Vector. Wt l>apt u 1$ mart 10 your liking. 

ltttrrs to Vector should~ stm to Gary D.ilkin, 5 Lydford Road, 
Bournemouth, BN 11 8SN and mark«J 'For p11bli,atii:m'. Wt rtSn""!C'C' 
tlierigbt1o«Ji1orshorttnlt11,m. 

Arthur C. Clarke: Childhood Ends, edited by David Aaronovitz 
(Ponentious Press, 781 E. Snell Ro.id, Rochester, Michigan 48306, USA, 1996.) 

Reviewed by Andy Sawyer 

No, this is not a typo, but a rather good pun. The audience this son of resurrection has a genuine interest . If he 
subtitle of the book is TIN Earline Wmings of can sanction the frontispiece: a wonderful photograph of his 
Arthur C. Oarke and I'm looking at a collection of two-year.old self with such a splendid he3d of curls we 

the schoolboy writings of that famous writer, av::i.ilable in a wonder if this is some par.1.1lel univtrsc in which Harpe Marx 
very limited (85 signed copies) small press edition. Would/ grew up to be a science fiction writer, then we can be assured 
want my contributions to my school magazine revived? that the contents of this book are going to h.ive .i similar 
Certainly not the parody of 'Dangerous Dan McGrew', appeal. And the nature of that appeal? A fascination with 
although the sf Story in which I sterned to think that what grew to become the man himself; a mixture of slight 
'contretemps' means 'counterpo int ' wasn't o therwise bad at suspicion whether we do need these childhood scribblings 
the time for a New Worlds-influenced pastiche. Fonunately, and joy to discover that we can, in fact, look back over all 
this seems a very faint possibility. From virtually any other those: years and discover the seeds of potential in them. Let 
writer a collectio n of contributions to his school magazine me put myself on the line and 52y 1hat I enjoyed this book 
would be the height of embarrassment, bu1 C larke has much more than t he latest novel, but for simil.ir reasons. 
become the son of International Elder Sutesman for whose 
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Childhood Ends is uken from 7be l-luish Magazine, of lhe House seems to have lacked, have turned into something 
Richard Huish Gramnur School, Taunton to which Clarke exceptional. There's a fondness for humour and pu1iche 
con1ributed under his own name and a number of which has a1ways bttn part of Clarke's writing - look al 

pseudonyms between 1932 and 1938. The first contribution, T11/n From the 'W?.iiu l-lart', for example. 'Jule Geu His', 
a mock-interview, would have be-en written when Clarke was wrinen some t ime before 19)•, is a gangster-parody of 
I•, and is largely an exercise in Somerset - --- Shakespeare in which USS and Brute 
dialect - in his brief note Clarke himsdf rub out Jule 10 the cry of 'You dirty 
confesses tha1 he can't remember what it is twine.rs'. 'The Fate of Fu-Manchu', 
all abou1, and if he an'1 explain it, who written slightly later, brings together 
can? The dialogue is convincingly rendered Sax Rohmer's great villa.in and an 
evt.n though the yokel-bashing 1one is a bit equally grea1 detective. 
public-.school. Other pieces are what you'd Most fascinating, though, MC the 
expect in a school mag: in-jokes, the story roots of 1he science fiction writer and 
in which the names of his schoolmates are scientific visionary. A series of spoof 
hidden which appears in variations in letters from ex-pupils in exotic places 
every school mag ever wriuen, precocious exaggerates the physical conditions so 
literary exercises (prose piece 'Poor Piano' much that it is clear that Clarke is 
perpetuates 'p' perplexing!y plentifully - already thinking of extraterrestrial 
sorry about that!) and even House environment's. One writes from the 
Reports. You may think 1ha1 there's not 'Arctic Circle' that ' I have to dissolve 
much of interest in a bland account that pounds of calcium chloride in my blood 
two out of three matches in Senior Cricket to lower its freezing-point sufficiently 
have be-en won by Brendon House, and to prevent it from solidifying in my 
you'd be right , but let's face it, isn't it rigid veins.' 'Ex-Sixth Former' writes 
fasci nating to read Arrh,n C Clarke constantly bemoaning from the tropics that 'Our houses are built on the principle 
the fact that his H ouse is bottom in the Keenness of the Dewar vacuum nask, 10 keep out the he:u, and the 
Competition and urging the sl:ickers to do better next time? outsides :are silvered 10 reAect the sunlight. A dttp-sei 
What was going on in Taunton in 1935/6 that even Clarke contributor talks about raising a wreck decades before Tht: 
couldn't fix? (Clarke himself is more bemused about this Ghost From the Grand Banks (1990) and concemra1es on the 
than the reader, confessing that he had no inte:rest in games strange life-forms and crushing pressures of the oce:an de:pths, 
and is surprised that he eve:r assisted in writing House while a letter from a high-altitude shows a dear premonition 
Reporu: his name, however, is the:re to prove it. I imagine of space travel: 'Our houses are airtight, and we can only 
yet anot her parallel universe in which da..rke is a hearty venture out in a kind of diving suit, carrying a supply of 
sportsman and boggle, quietly). We see a more recognisable oxygen [ ... ] Owing 10 the lack of air, the sun's rays beat 
Clarke in the Shakespearean parody 'The Mystic Potion', down with terrible intensity, but in the shade it is pitch dark 
probably not actually written by him (or if it was, he and the cold is intense.' The narrator goes on to describe 
disclaims all memory of it) which features as protagonist the how, after accidentally piercing one of the walls, a colleague 
scheming alchemist 'Clericus' (:a pseudonym used by Clarke is sucked out of a hole :an inch in diameter. 
for some of his own cont ributions) whose speeches are fol! of There are clear auempts at sf, although interestingly 
jaw-breaking astronomical or chemical terms: enough the most sophisticated is a Wellsian tour through a 

WhC'n yonder sur that's C'astward from thC' po!C' -
I mun of coursC", N. B. G. onc--two-sC'vC'n 
Of spc-ctral typc-/or thC'rubouu -
has moved through fony six poinc SC'VC'fl degrca, 
Our ritC'S commmce. 

and who longs to see his rocket ship take off for Mars. This 
and further pieces from others show w a bscin.ating picture 
of a young man of scientific bent whose obsession is guyed 
affectionately but never maliciously. 

There's more, though, that's of greater than biographical 
interest. True, school mag writings are ohe:n precocious, 
promising 1ale:n1.S which fade and die. We look back on them 
with hindsight. How much other literary talent is there in 
Tht: Huuh Magazine from people who went in10 the Civil 
Service, che Army, or Agriculture and never wrote an 
imaginative word since? The interest in these brief pieces is 
simply because Clarke did go on to be one of the most 
successful writers in our field and one of the few who 
become household names, but yes, it is genuinely possible to 
point to suggestions that this particular schoolboy might, 
with luck and 1he kind of keenness that the rest of Brendon 

Huish School of the future, not written by Clarke, but in 
which a lightly-disguised Clarke appears as one of the 
characters. Science fiction and space travel feature in another 
mock-interview which partly takes place on Mars and is 
signed by Clarke's frequent fanz.ine pseudonym 'Ego'. When 
writing this, says Clarke, he was already a member of the 
British Interplanetary Society, founded in 1933, and the 
longest contributions to the book are articles written when 
he was serving as the BIS Treasurer after leaving school. ' Into 
Space' and 'The Greuest Adventure' are propag-anda fo r 
sp:ace travel: dosdy-reasoned articles which - in the light of 
further developments - are wild1y over-optimistic in their 
estimates of how cheaply a rocket could be sent into space 
but ot herwise are Clarke in his pionC('ring, inspirational vein. 
The fim paragraph of 'Into Space' in particular is an 
excellent piece of scientific journalism meditating on the 
implications of a phoro taken from a balloon several miles 
above the surface of the earth. Here, the cool 2we in the face 
of a physical marvel which is so prevalent a tone in Clarke's 
prose is fully established as he gazes at the photo and points 
out the dark patches which, apparently as nat as the rest of 
the plain, are 'ranges of not inconsiderable hills, dwarfed into 
insignificance by height and distance'. here the enthusiastic 
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teenage schoolboy with a taste for parody 2nd pastiche has 
developed into a marnre, visionary writer. 

So, it 's entirely appropriate that this book appears. It's a 
fannish production, if you like (albeit a highly expensive 
one), but Clarke has always embodied the best side of 
fandom: its enthusiastic intelligence or intelligent enthusiasm. 
Recent TV programmes have tried to build up a 'great man' 
image of Clarke almost entirely focusing upon the wrong 
aspects. Clarke is not, I think, a 'great prophet' - but, 
paradoxically, he is more than that. He is a man who, while 
living half-way round the world, remains close to his local 
roots, who associates with the Great and who dashes off a 
note to a fanzine, whose pleasure when the Da1ai Lama 
notices his work is - well, similar to my pleasure when, as 
Paperback Inferno editor, I first got a letter from Sri Lanka. 
He is a man in whom the visions and optimism of childhood 
never went away, and who has been able to instil that 
humane optimism in so many others. The universe may be 
strange, even terrible, but finding out about it is an 
excitement like no other. 

Another photograph in this book shows a studious
looking 17-year-old Clarke seated beneath rows or books, 
hair flattened by headphones, intent upon a tangled mass of 
electronic equipment. Although he is intent on his 
experiment, not acknowledging the camera's presence, we 
know that he will discover something fascinating - perhaps 
trivial games which illuminate how oddly the universe is put 
together, like the pentominoes in Imperial E.arth or the 
Mandelbrot Sets which feature so strongly in The Ghost From 
the Grand Banks - and tell us about it. And we will listen, 
and marvel. 

May Childhood never end. 
c Andy Sawyer 1997 

Andy Sawyu was the editor of Paperback lnrerno /or many 
years, and now edits reviews for Foundation, as well as being the 
librarian and administrator of the Science Fiction Foundation 
Collection at the University of Liverpool. He is a freq11ent 
contributor to Vector - Eds. 

Why Childhood's End Remains a Classic 

In 1990 Arthur C. Clarke felt it necessary to publish a new 
Prologue and Foreword to his highly-praised 1953 novel. 
The arrival of the Overlords now renders abortive a 

planned mission to Mars in the twenty-first century rather 
than the first space flight, imagined as imminent in the late 
1970s. The small change betrays a rather literalistic anxiety 
about science fiction's status as a 'literature or the future' the 
predictive value of which needs protection from the 
inexorable process which turns its futures 
into a true or false past. 

It is as if Olaf Stapledon's vision of the 
next two thousand million years, Last and 
First Men (1930), had somehow been 
invalidated by his hypothesis that, 
following the First World War, Germany 
became 'the most p2cific' European nation 
and 'a stro nghold of enlightenment'. 
Stapledon felt no need to revise the text. 
Neither should Clarke have done. 

The novel as it originally stood scored 
enough predictive goals to satisfy those 
who want science fiction to fulfil a 
prophetic function. One might merely 
mention the glancing reference to a sexual 
revolution following the development of 'a 
completely reliable oral contraceptive' (60) 
or the equally brier reference to a world of 
'passive sponges' who watch an average of at least three hours 
of television a day (126-7) . Nevertheless, important science 
fiction is not judged by keeping tallies of this sort and the 
real power of Childhood's End, lies elsewhere. 

In the Foreword to the 1990 edition, Clarke offers a fresh 
gloss on the puzzling little sentence which appears in small 
type on the copyright page of the novel: 'The opinions 
expressed in this book are not those of the author.' He says 
that he originally meant to distance himself from the dictum 
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By Rowland Wymer 

of the Overlords that 'The stars are not for Man' but would 
now like 'to change the target of that disclaimer to cover 99 
per cent or the "paranormal" (i t can't all be nonsense) and 
100 per cent of UFO "encountersn .' The broader 
interpretation of his disclaimer seems closer to the truth since 
many critics have commented on the 'Arthur C. Clarke 
paradox', whereby - above a!! in this novel - a writer 
publicly identified with science, reason and progress seems to 

flirt with the irrational and the 
mystical to the point of 
embarrassment. The consequence is a 
text which seems too dynamically self. 
contradictory to be a direct expression 
of the author's consciously held beliefs. 

CJJildhood's End offers us a series of 
environments subsequent to a Utopia 
of peace and plenty, founded on the 
triumph or universal reason as enforced 
by the Overlords. This is succeeded by 
a modification of that Utopia in the 
New Athens community - who 
recognise that 'man does not live by 
bread a.lone' but still see a rational 
social organisation as the means to 
fulfil themselves creatively and 
artistically. A violent, quasi-religious 
transcendence of all such limited and 

rational goals then follows, in a mass escape from 'the 
tyranny of matter', leading to a merger of humanity's 
descendants with the Overmind. Meanwhile, the Overlords, 
who 'represent reason and science' (130), remain 'trapped in 
some evolutionary cul-de-sac' (161) 

Much of the novel's pleasure and interest when first 
encountered comes from its abrupt changes or direction 2nd 
rhetoric. It would have been impossible to predict anything 
like 1he apoc.a.lyptic poetry of the fina1 section from the 



manouevrings between Stormgren, Karellan and the Freedom 
League which occupy the opening pages. As each narrative 
climax proves not to be the real point of the story, as each 
triumph of reason is exposed as partial and unfulfilling, there 
is a wonderful feeling of reading a book which is getting 
more and more interesting with every page one turns. 

The novel's real prophetic value probably lies in its 
anticipation of the strong currents of anti.rationalism which 
began to flow through Western culture in the 1960s. The 
picture of the children as savages, 'naked and filthy , with 
matted hair obscuring their eyes' (18S), unresponsive to any 
normal stimuli as they lose their individuality in a group 
identity, prefigures some of the counter-cultural phenomena 
which emerged more than a decade after the publication of 
Childhood's End. (A distrust of reason and science, previously 
a minority position, has since become much more evident in 
he mainstream of Western culture, where it often presents 
itself a sophisticated postmodern rejection of the 'totalising' 
discourses of the Enlightenment. Nothing looms larger in 
late twentieth-century thought than the continuing struggle 
over the V'.llue of such Enlightenment ideals as reason, truth, 
science and progress.) Much of Clarke's novel offers an 
imaginative endorsement of Enlightenment ideals - before 
blowing them heavenwards in 'a great burning column, like a 
tree of fire' (197) . 

It is a considerable achievement to write a book which 
engages intellectually and emotionally with the two great 
contrary forces in modern Western culture and refuses to 
take a simple position. Although the novel's ending can be 
read as a repudiation of the Enlightenment, it is truer to say 
that Clarke seems fascinated by the possibility that science 
and mysticism might not be implacably opposed, but form 
two sides of the same coin. 

Although Rashavek calls myst icism 'perhaps the prime 
aberration of the human mind' (90), Karellan later concedes 
that 'you mystics[ ... ] had seen part of the truth' (166), a part 
inaccessible to a materialist worldview. Clarke seems to 
envisage a final reconciliation between Western science and 
Eastern religion of the kind proposed in books like Fritjof 
Capra's The Tao of Physics (1975) and The Ti1ming Point 
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(1982). The rationalist Utopia imposed by the Overlords hJd 
not only led to 'the fall of religion ' but also 'a decline in 
science' {62) . The impulse behind religious thinking, the 
impulse to make sense of the universe, is perhaps not so 
fundamentally different from the restless curiosity which 
drives humanity to try to reach the stars. George Greggson's 
fear of 'whatever lurked in the unknown darkness, just 
beyond the little circle of light cast by the lamp of Science' 
(136) may appear rationalist but is profoundly unscientific. 

Clarke manages to keep all these ideas in play without 
ever letting his novel become over-cerebral. Although, as in 
most science fiction, it is ideas which are foregrounded, the 
narrative is charged with affect. When humanity loses its 
children, watches them become alien and unreachable, it is 
only an extreme version of what every parent endures as 
childhood reaches its necessary end and the family unit 
breaks up. 'This was not tragedy, but fulfilment' says the text 
(188), but it is tragedy as well as fulfilment and we are made 
to feel it strongl y. 

The paradox of the 'fortunate fall' hangs over the end of 
the story, 'an end that repudiated optimism and pessimism 
alike ' (187). As in the fall from Eden, there are powerful 
conflicting emotions being stirred up which have their roots 
in the most basic developmental processes of human life. As 
well as dramatising 'the searchings of the mind', Childhood'$ 
End expresses the divided 'longing of the heart' (78). It will 
remain a classic of science fiction even if history finally 
overtakes its speculations and demonstrates that the stars are 
for Man after all. 

0 Rowland Wymer, 1997 

Rowlie Wymer lectures at the University of H111l and is the 
author of Webster and Ford (1995), as well as a revisionist 
article 011 john Wyndham: 'How "safe~ is John Wyndham? A 
closer look at his work, with partirnlar reference to The 
Chrysalids", Foundation 55 (Summer 1992), pp. 25-36. 
Quotations from Childhood's End are taken from the 1990 Pan 
edition. The Olaf Stapledon quotations may be found in Last 
and First Men (Hannondswonh, Middlmx, 1963) p. 23 - &A 

Arthur C. Clarke's Short Stories 

When o ne considers the works of Arthur C. 
Clarke one tends to think of his predictions 
{The placing of satellites in geostationary 

orbits being the most often quoted) and his more 
famous novels (Rendezvous with Rama, Childhood's End, 
?he Fountains of Paradise and, of course, 2001: A Space 
Odyssey). It is easy to forget that during the late Forties 
and the Fifties and Sixties, he was a fairly prolific writer 
of short stories. 

A rthur C. Clarke's first sale was 'Rescue Party' 
(Asto,mding May 1946} although his first published 
story was 'Loophole' (Asto,mding April 1946). Most of 
his short fiction up until 1971 can be found in six 
collections: Expedition to Earth (1953), Reach for 

by Chris H ill 

Tomorrow (1956), Tales from the W'hite Hart (1957), 11ie 
Other Side of the Sky (1958), Tales of Ten Worlds (1962) 
and 771e Wind from the Sun (1972). Although there have 
been several reprint collections since then there have 
been no new collections since 1972. 

A detailed critique of Arthur C. Clarke's short 
stories would require more space (and perhaps a more 
able critic than myse!Q than is available to me here. 
Therefore I have decided to discuss a sm all selectio n of 
short stories which I think show the different aspects of 
Arthur C. Clarke the short story writer. In doing so I 
have tried to avoid the more 'famous' items such as 
'The Sentinel', 'A Meeting with Medusa' , 'The Star' 
(which William Wheaton examines elsewhere in this 
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issue) and 'The Nine Billion Names of God', which I 
suspect have had quite a lot of critical attention over the 
years, in favour of perhaps less well-known stories. 

'Encounter in the Dawn' (Amazing Stories, June-July 
1953 - Collected in Expedition to Earth) 

An expedit ion from a dying galactic empire arrives on 
Earth. The ship's three-person crew makes contact with 
the planet's primitive life forms. However aher a shon 
period the crew is forced to return 
home, le~wing behind anefacts to aid 
the development of humanity: 

From the empty sky a peal of 
thunder echoed over the sleeping 
land: and Yaan knew at last that 
the gods were gone and would 
never come again . 

For 2 long time he stood by the 
gently moving w:aters, ;;ind into his 
soul there came a sense of loss he 
was never to fociet 2nd never to 
understand. The, carefully and 
revere.nily, he collected together the 
gihs that Bertrand had !eh. 

'Encounter in the Dawn', in 
Expedmon to F.arth, 

London: New English Library, 
1987, p. 145. 

The slow timetable of evolution has been disturbed, 
the people of Earth have been given a boost. Yaan's 
people will eventually go on to found ancient Babylon. 

There :are some fairly clumsy elements to this story. 
The cause of the decay of the Empire is unclear, as is 
the reason for the desperate attempts to contact other 
civilisat ions. In addition (though this may be bad type
setting in my copy) towards the end there is a 
disconcening narrative change of gear. On one line one 
of the crew members, Clindar, is bemoaning the 
amount of time t h:n is being taken over the contact 
process, the next the human , Yaan , is being called so 
Ul2t the aliens can tell him that they are le2ving. There 
is no break bet"ween the two paragraphs, which !eh me 
feverishly re-reading in case J had missed something. 

However, what makes this story interesting is it is 
an early example of what has become one of Arthur C. 
Clarke's :abiding themes: alien interference in human 
development (c.f. 'The Sentinel', 1001: A Space Odyssey 
and Childhood's End). In this story can be seen the seeds 
of the earliest scenes of 1001. ln fac t the Story fragments 
collected in 71Je lost Worlds of 200/ (1972) retain a 
character called 'Clindar', a representative of the alien 
race who was involved in the uplift (C David Brin!) of 
the apes and survives (in one fo rm or another) to meet 
Dave Bow m:an :at the end of his journey. 
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As an aside, in 7he lost Worlds of 2001 Anhur C. 
C larke himself seems to be a little confused about the 
history of 'Encounter in the Dawn'. On page 50 
(Sidgwick & Jackson 1979 p:aperb:ack) he st:ates th:at an 
editor at Balbntine changed the name to 'Expedition to 
Earth' when it was published in the collection of that 
name. ·Expedition to Earth' , however, is the alternative 
title of 'History Lesson' (Startling Stories May 1949). 

'The Forgotten Enemy' (N~ Worlds No. 5, 1949 -
Collected in Reach for Tomorrow) 

ln the still , clear night the sound of 
thunder awakes Professor Millward, 
last human inhabitant of a 
snowbound, frozen London. He 
presumes that some human action 
has caused the noise, but the 
expected rescue does not come. 
Instead polar bears, reindeer and 
wolves pass through London, 
fleeing the nonh. As what passes 
for summer ends, Millward 
discovers that the sound he hears is 
not caused by humanity reclaiming 
its lost land, but the return of the 
glaciers her.ilding the final triumph 
of the new ice-age. 

This is a simple story, but among the saddest, most 
elegiac that Arthur C. C l:arke has written. There is no 
clirect expl:anation for the ice-age (though a passing 
reference to the coming of the Dust suggests an anifici:al 
cause, possibly a nuclear war) and perhaps the idea of 
just one man remaining in London seems a little 
unlikely. The image of the last lonely man awaiting the 
end of the world is, nonetheless, very powerful. More 
strongly than is usual in a C larke story we feel the 
range of emotion (confusion , hope, disappointment, 
despair) that Millward suffers as the situation unfolds: 

Overnight, the enemy he had forgonen had 
conquered the last defences and was preparing for 
the final onslaught .... Ou1 of Lhe Nonh, their ancient 
home, rttuming in triumph to the lands they had 
once possessed, the glac.iers had come again. 

'The Forgotten Enemy', in Ruch for Tomorrow, 
London: Corgi SF Collector's Edition, 1976, p.62. 

'Let There Be Light' (Pl,,y/x,y February 1958 -
Collected in Tales of Ten Worlds) 

And now, as they say, for something completely 
different. In 1957 Arthur C. Clarke published Tales 
from lhe W'hile Harl, a collecti on of linked stories 
fe:atur ing H:arry Purvis, raconteur. Each story turned 
on a point of science (real o r speculative), m:any of them 



were humorous. "Let There Be Light' is a late addition 
to this S('ries. 

Fanatical ~ateur -astronomer Edgar Burton 
attempts to murder his wife by reflecting an arc light, 
generated at his obS('rvatory, into her eyes on a hairpi n 
bend. Instead he manages to kill her lover , who was on 
his way to confess all. 

Okay, it is a very slight, very silly story, more likely 
to raise a wry smile than a belly-laugh, but it shows a 
side of Arthur C. Clarke's writing that is not often 
found in his other stories and novels: a sense of fun. 

Maelst rom II (Playboy April 1965 -
Collected in The Wind from the 
Sun) 

Cliff Leyland is catapulted from the 
moon to return to Earth for a 
holiday. However something goes 
wrong and he is left without the 
possibility of a safe orbit. To save 
his life, Leyland has to suit up and 
jump from his capsule, the extra 
momentum injecting him into a 
temporary orbit that wiJI allow him 
to be rescued (:Uthough it is only 
fair to note that it is his capsule 
destroying pan of a mountain r2nge 
ahe.id of him th.it stops him hitting 
it anyw.iy). 

There arc some faults in this story. There is a r21her 
cliched last conversation with his wife and children (his 
wife is, of course, very ,mderstanding) and Leyland is 
much more calm than most human beings would be 
(especially as it is emphasised that he is not an astronaut 
but a scientist seconded onto a project). So given this, 
why did I pick this particular story? Allow me a brief 
digression which I hope will help explain. 
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One thing that I find persistently annoying in these 
days of high-tech, glossy, visual sf is that there is no 
feeling of danger. I do not, of course, mean the 2bscnce 
of threat and conflict, but there seems to he! little 
intimation that space travel itself is inherently 
dangerous. Of course there is always the danger of an 
air-leak (if it is dramatically convenient) but olher 
dangers (particularly radiation) are ignored. 

This is one of a number of Anhur C. Clarke stories 
that emphasise the fact that space travel does not offer 
you any second chances, th:n if things go wrong they 
st.iy wrong, that ultimately space travel is very 

dangerous. In recent times only 
Stephen Baxter, in Voyage and Titan, 
has made any real effort to convey that 
sense of danger (one of the reasons that 
I think these arc, with The Time Ships, 
his best novels). So th.is story highlights 
Clarke the space expert, the scientist . 
Of course in this p:ut.icular story 
Leyland is saved, but there are other 
stories (for example 'Transit of Earth', 

.,, in the same collection as "Maelstrom II ') 
in which there is no solution, no get
out cla~, no I-an-minute rescue. 

So this has been a lucky-dip into some 
of Arthur C. Clarke's short story 
collections. Some of t.he stories are 

obviously versions of subject·s which have been major 
themes throughout his writing career, while others arc 
just for fun. He may not be an important short story 
writer in the sense of Ellison or Bradbury or Sturgeon 
but if you have not read the collections then it is worth 
seeking them out. You arc unlikely to be disappointed. 

"'Chris H,111 997 

Chris Hill is tbe adminislrator of zhe BSFA AwarlU - Eds ,, 

In the Deeps of Time, Amongst the Innumerable Stars 
Musings on Clarke and Religion 

Ag;r,in and again in discussions of Arthur C. Cl:trke's 
work questions arise as to its relevance, i£ any, to 
religion, and Clarke's views thereon. It seems that 

his readers are deeply divided over the question of his 
religious beliefs or his atheism, usually reflect ing their 
own thinki ng about these matters. Yet his broad appeal 
suggem some chord that touches us all. Clarke obviously 
has lin lc sympat hy for religious dogmatism, but beyond 
that I suspect that at least part of the apparent 
disagr~mem is semantic, revolving around the 
circumstance that there is no consensus in society about 

by Wm. A. Wheaton 

what we should properly call ' religious'. By way of 
illustration, I ohen ca.I I myself religious, even Christian; 
but m3ny Christians would oil me a Taoist, an agnostic, 
or even an atheist. 

In Childhood's End Clarke takes an apparently simple 
materialist path and finds that it leads str2ight into 
something that is the functional equivalent of God: a 
cosmic mind that is present and act ive in the World, and 
so much bigger than we are that we simply ca nnot 
understand its motives, capabilities, limitations, or ethics. 
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How can we really have ,my firm opinions as to 
whether God is truly omnipotent, eternal, omniscient, 
and so on when we don't know if the World has four 
dimensions or ten, we don't know if the state vector 
collap~ or the Universe spliu when a quantum 
mechanical measurement is made, we don '1 understand 
the nature of time we and can nol really understand the 
nature of consciousness? [1] Do we know if we are 
ourselves an experiment in computational evolution, a 
virtual reality running in Someone's computer? Or if that 
Someone is not in the same situation with respect to 
Someone Else? 

Physics was completely turned on its head twice 
between 1900 and 1930, .md emerged almost 
unrecogniz:;ibly tr.msformed. Despite Weinberg's dreams 
of a final theory, this may happen again [2}. It migh1 even 
happen many more times. The Godel incompleteness 
theorem [3] strongly suggests that a finite axiomatic 
formulation of physics is impossible, even in principle. 
What if such revolutions in theory are destined to happen 
a trillion times more? If God is ten to the two hundred 
times bigger than we are, does it reall y maner, 10 us, if 
God is infinite or not? Or if God is an essentially natural 
phenomenon? 

I don't know how Clarke describes himself, but he 
seems to reject .my kind of dogmatic rigidity, the sort of 
narrow Tve got The Truth all figured out' view tha1 
religious fanatics of all stripes put forth. It is this brittle 
certainty that I think has given ' religion' a bad name. 
Clarke knows that the World, even the part of it that we 
dimly perceive, is vast beyond our pr~nt capacity to 
comprehend, and by all signs strange enough to verge on 
the miraculous. This awareness of vastness and mystery as 
a present reality is dose 10 religious awe, whatever some 
may call it. 

One of the biggest questions is whether mi nd plays a 
major rble in all this vastness and mystery. And if there is 
mind, is it friendly, or indifferent? Two themes in 
Cl:arke's writing stand out for me. The first is that if there 
is a mind active, it is stra.nge, strange to the point of being 
alien. It may be friendly in some profound way, even 
concerned (as suggested ag:ain and :ag:ain when, as in 
Expa/ition to Earth and 1001: A Space OdJJsey, the external 
Mind intervenes in hum:an :affairs); but irs perspective and 
motives :are necessarily so distant from ours that we can 
barely recognise its friendliness. 

A vivid example concerns :a famous Clarke short story, 
'The Star'. The story tells of a starship with :a crew whose 
scientific leader is :a Jesuit, three-thousand light years from 
the Holy See. They are exploring the remnant of an 
ancient supernova when they discover a ruined world 
orbiting the stellar ember. To their horror they find there 
the archives of an old and wonderful civiliza1ion: histories, 
works of art, poetry, music, science, literature, telJjng of a 
thriving culture, joyful, wise, and noble - :all lost in one 
searing hour of numbing tragedy. The scientist writes in 
his agony as he reflects on the results of their research, .md 
the implications of the chronology he has just understood. 
For the star lll.'ould have b«-n brilliantly visible on 1hc 
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ancient Ean.h, an awesome 1hing, beckoning with mystery 
and beauty against the East in the dawn sky of Jerusalem 
at the beginning of our era - the Star of Bethlehem. 

Much of the power of ·The St:ar' comes from the 
juxtaposition of the tiny hum:an mind struggling to 
reconcile its deep conviction 1h:at the Universe is 
somehow friendly, wi1h this shocking, alien indifference. 
Yet - apan. from the difference of scale, which simply 
reflects our own vastl y enlarged awareness of the size of 
stage on which we live - is not much the same situation 
described in religious literature, for example in the Book 
of Job, when God asks: 'Where were you when I formed 
the Heavens and the Ean.h?' (4] 

The other outstanding feature is that, paradoxically, 
Clarke seems to be fundamentally an optimist, and his 
aliens are basically friendly for all their profound 
weirdness. I am personally convinced that be thinks that, 
unremittingly strange :and hard though the truth of the 
world may be, we can come to terms with it, there is 
room fo r us to learn, grow, adapt, and eventually thrive. 
In Against c~ Fall of Night he introduces a being he calls 
'The Mad Mind ', one described as implacably hostile to us 
and to all material life. It is clear that, even within the 
context of that story, the Mad Mind is an anomaly, 
something not representative of the truth of the wider 
universe. The enterprise of mind is not doomed to a tragic 
or meaningless end, but is precious and will ultima1ely 
prevail. All this is of course the stuff of faith. We cannot 
know, we can only hope, and go on towards some end we 
only dimly perceive. 

Finally, I would like 10 point out :an analogy that I 
think many Clarke readers will understand, whether or 
not they are 'rel igious'. I have little doubt that there is 
other intelligence in the Universe, and I expect we will 
encounter it someday. Of course I have to admit that I 
cannot prove it. I just 'know it', or think I do. This is 
essentially like a religious conviction. On the other hand, 
no UFO story seems very convincing to me. I can't say I 
am cenain that all believers in flying saucers are mistaken, 
but I am highly scept ical (as, indeed, is Clarke}. But my 
disbeljef in flying saucers is essent ially irrelev.m1 to my 
conviction that we are not alone. 

In the same w:ay, one can be meaningfully described as 
religious, even in the context of some p:anicular religious 
tradition, without being compelled 10 believe that any 
specific details of the writings and mythology in that 
tradition are factual. Stories can be deeply true, and 
relevant to the human condition, without being factual. ln 
the same way 1hat flying saucer stories are irrelevant to 
my belief that we are not alone, so miracle stories arc not 
necessarily crucial 10 religion, one way or the ot her. 
Given the extent of our ignorance as to what is the truth, I 
don't know if I would know a miracle if I saw one; I don't 
even know if I can say what the word means. When 
Clarke says any sufficiently advanced technology looks 
like magic, he is making essentially the same point. 

In Childhood's End Clarke remarked that not all the 
religions in the world can be true. I would amend that 
slightly to say ·not all the religions in the world can be 



ractual ', certainly not in their numerous claims to 
certainty; yet I believe there is a. core com mon to the grea.t 
religions, and that is quite likely to be founded on truth: 
'The Ta.o that ca.n be cold is not the eternal Ta.o' [5]. 
Perhaps even, 'the Word became flesh and dwelt among 
us,[ ... ] full of gr.ice and truth' [6]. 

Words, words, lots of words. What do they all mean , 
reall y? Figuring that out, in full deta.il, is the niny gri n y of 
the task before us a.nd our descendents, as we grow into 
whatever it is we are trying to become. 

2001 > 2010? 
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Cl Wm. A. Whe1ton 1997 

Wm. A. Wlx-.1ton ts a physicist and astronomer at the In/ram/ 
Processing Ct'1ttr of the the California fnstit,m of Technology, 
Pasadena, CA. His title was lllken from The Silmarillion - Eds. 

By Colin Odell and Mitch Le Blanc 

Science-fiction films have been produced since the earliest This is all we need to sec. Millions of years of evolution can 
daysofcinema. M~li~'A TnptotheMoon(1902)snthe now pass by. The tempon.l jump is illustrated by the 
agenda for the fantastic and futuristicthat has continued juxtaposition of two images; the 'bone tool' hurled 

to the present day. What other medium could translate dreams triumph,mtly in10 the air transforms into a 'spaceship 1001' by 
in the way tha1 film can? h can reject spat io-tempon.l the use o f one of 1he most famous jump cu1s in film history. 
continuity in a way bounded only by 1he imagination. As a The film continues with images of spaceships dancing slowly 
genre however, it has been diluted by more mainstream factors and majesticall y through the cosmos to the tune of 11ie Blue 
to fo rm hybrids with elements such as horror (Alien, 1979), Danube by Johann Strauss. The exterio r beauty of the 
comedy (DarkSltlr, 1974),acrion (The Terminator, 1984), spaces hip is reflected in its interior design: smooth, silent and 
bubblegum cards (Man Atlllcks, 1996) and many more. Of the wonderfully soph isticated. 
relatively few films which wholly embrace the sf ethos, 1001 A mission to Jupiter is ini1iated as a result of discovering a 
and 20/0are two that champion 1he cause, and yet both are signal emanating from an monolith found buried on the moon. 
significantly different from each other in their outlook and The mission is guided by HAL, :a caring, concerned, capable, 
execution. compassionateand controlling computer, who inter.acts closely 
1001: A Sp.,~ Odyssry is an epic poem, in distinct parts, tha1 with the humans, Dave and Frank, 1he remainder of the team 
tells the story of human evolution 1hus hr and then extends being kept in suspended animation. However, HAL 
in10 the fuiure, to the ye.tr 2001 and beyond, each ohase bein malfunctions and the mission is put in jeopardy - 211 the crew 
linked by an enigmatic 2001: A Space Odyssey {1968) - 141 minutes- ~re killed, exce~t for Dave. T?is 

::l~~it~;unn~~s;ag~m :~~ _ C inerama/Ultra-Pa~avision- Metrocolor ~assu~:;:~lu;:o;e;hi~~m~n~:~ 

start, this is by no means a Director: Stanley Kubrick superior and powerful than 
conventional fi lm. The pace Sc reenplay: Stanley Kubr ick a nd Arthur C. C larke itself, and this entity has gone 
is extraordinaril y slow (and Director of Pho tography: Geoffrey Unsworth out of control. 

::!d;i~::,~;"~ h:,' bp': ~p:!\~i°;:r::~~!:i(~~~:'b~i'1:~ally Weevers, :•:!~2i~}1Jp~e~:i~~ 
~~:o~;e:~:e;t0!{;1~n: Con Pederson, T om H oward (i92s) - probably the most 
Earth. Music: Score by Alex Nonh replaced by classical discussed in cinema history. 

The film opens at the 
dawn of t ime. Apes (still 
more monkeys than 
human) and other creatures 
co-exist on the plains of 
Africa, but the Apes are 
learning to develop, despite 
the presence of predators. 
Breakthrough arrives in 1he 
use of a bone as a tool, 2 

selections from A ram K.hachaturyan, GyOrgy What makes them fascinating is 

Ligeci, Richard Strauss and Jo hann Strauss ::~t th:~nare =scu~e, s::~~ 

Producer: Stanley Kubrick in1erpretat ions as there are 
Distributor: M GM cinemagoers; difficult to 
Cast: Gary Lockwood, Keir Dullea, Wil li am summarise in words, they are an 

Sylvester, Leonard R ossiter, Robert Beatty, extreme visual and aural 
D aniel Richter, D o uglas R ain {as t he voice of experience, the enormity of the 

H A L), Margaret Tyzack. ~:i;::fnc~~~:~:t~:::~n~~ 

tool which can initially Final cut first shown: April 6 1968, New York 
existence - we are born, we ea.t, 
we sleep, we die. And we 
reproduce, thus allowing the break inanimateobjecu, but 

then becomes a wnpon which can control other animals. Thus 
begins the simuhan~us glorification and damnation of the 
dominant species. 

perpetuation of evolution. But we are not alone. We are not 
even particularly significant; all pan of a greater universe, that 
we do not yet un~rstand. When Dave gazes upon himseJr in 
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the final moments, is it as someone viewing his ultimate demise 
or apotheosis? 

Clearly reflecting the times, posters announced 1001 as 'the 
ultimate trip' (sic) and indeed the LSD soaked hippy fraternity 
came in droves to freak out to the psychedelic effects overloui. 
Douglas Trumbull, the m;i.n behind the effecu:, clearly had the 
financial and artistic backing to realise the project: 'I'm going 
to need to build a machine as big as a house· said Trumbull 
(S1gh1 and Sound May 1995) and he did. It is a testament to the 
quality of all the film's effects that thirty years later they still 
impress (more so than the already dated CG I in the re-released 
Star Wan Special Edition). This is down to Trumbull's reliance 
on quality of vision as opposed to acceptance of current 
thinking. He is an innovator (Blade Runner (1982} still looks 
gre.1t 15 years on and Brainstorm [1983] has the special effects 
to save it) and a creator whose oblique way of viewing 
1echnology makes his work so distinctive. In an age where CG! 
is available to 'Johnny Six-Pack with his PC', it is to his crdit 
that his vision still stands out. 

pronged attack on philosophical sensitivity, at once humble 
because our position as intelligentsi.i has been sharply curtailed 
by superior in1elligence,yet also empowering in its rejection of 
Judeo-Christian deism. 1n the final scenes li Dave a man or 
Obermensch? Is Dave still 1he ape to highly evolved lifeforms? 
('What is the Ape to Man, a b.ughingstock, a thing of shame? 
And just tbemncshall Man be to 1heSuperman' - Nie1zsc.he.) 
h is between these bookends that the strains of Johann 
Strauss'sA11 dertchonen, blauen Dona1tsweeps along, the dainty 
complexity a rejection of the primitive and condescendingl y 
civilised, as we are shown the beauty of man's technological 
advances. How like a God to break from the Eanh and nature, 
how like a man to overemphasise his own importance in the 
cosmos. The lack of dialogue too, particularly at the start of 
the film (there are no words spoken until twenty-five minutes 
in) emphasises assured direction and precocious conviction -
why limit philosophical ideas by the use of language, when 
visual and musical icons are a language unto themselves? 

Symp;i.thy throughout 1he film lies less wi1h 1he human As 1001 was a poem, the sequel 2010 is a story, a direct follow
element and more with the human situation.a si1union 1bat is on 10 the events of 1he fo rmer. As Hollywood entertainment, 
reflected in the audience's emotional response 10 HAL. HAL's it offers a definitive solution and rejects cerebral ambiguity in 
voice is at o nce soothing and monotone, his attitude is favour of a basic quest scenario: a mission to find the Mission 
reasoned and his descent into madness moving and inevitable. to Jupiter. Character tension is created through the 
The fact that gender can be allocated to a bank of electronic reintroduction of the Cold War, forcing potentially co
components is testament to 'his' persona. Extracting sympathy operative characters to become suspicious of each other and 
from what is essentially a puls,ning bulb (shades of Goddard's introducing daus1rophobia and paranoia in the vastness of 
Alphav1//e[I965] here) is achieved by granting HAL a pi1St. To space. The characters begin to succeed in their quest via a 
make life easier for his human companions his programming number of setbacks and triumphs, but when they re-discover 
has given him a ·Jove' of ch~ and the concern of a true friend, HAL they discover Dave and he has 1he uhim:ne revelation 
and as a result we accept his descent into madness because he that will render any peuy bickering back home wonhl~. The 
hu had a childhood and thus suffered mental sars that burden film aims to consider humanitarian issues, such as those of the 
developing sentient beings. In his final death throes (surely one nuclear family and the pride of nationalism, as well as dealing 
of the longest on-screen deaths in cinema) he is reciting a song, with the existence of superior intelligences and a fundamental 
Daisy, taught in 'childhood', and this creates empathy with his change to our solar system, which redefines our lives and way 
character. We arc told by HAL that a con0ic1 of interest hu of thinking. This sets up a dichotomy, some of which we can 
resulted in 1his behaviour and we witness a plot by the humans relate to and pan of which we have no way of knowing our 
to override his authority. When he kills and the body of Frank reaction to, either as individuals or as a race. 
is retrieved we feel tense because of the silence, the uncertainty 10/0as a stand-alone is basic, wholesome, good commercial 
and our association with Dave as the holder of the cinematic ci nema -but as a sequel 10 one of celluloid's masterpieces it is 
gaze. We do not feel empathy with either Frank or Dave as lacking bec.i.usc it feels obliged to explain the inexplicable, and 
people, but with their si1ua1ion. Kubrick has always been cited then expand upon it. For example if one obsidian monolith 1s 

asa.n ~otionlessdir;tora~d 2010 (1984}- 114 minutes-Panavision- Metrocolor ::~l:~:~::~:if ;:~~m;~~~ 
~ae': :~on~it~ ~ o; Director: Peter Hyams be thousands of times more 
HAL's lines during 1he initial Screenplay: Peter Hyams awe inspiring and enigmatic? 
filming. Is it any wonder that Based on the novel by Anhur C. Clarke To 1he film's credit it is 
our sympathies are in iune Director of Photography: PeterHyams cinematic, the sound is 
with the director's preferred Art Director: Alben Brenner oumanding and the direction 

~:::~;Jersona than that of Special Effects: Richard Edlund, George Jenson, ~e~!;a~:~:.':':0 °!1:v:h:~ 

Kubrick uses musical Neil Krepela, Henry Millar, Mark Stetson produced and scripted. 
devices to mirror the Music: David Shi re 2010 does tend to fall into 
development of mankind. Producer: Peter Hyams the major 1rap of showing 
From the opening strains of Distributor: MGM eanh ia the (near) future. 1001 
Richard S1rauss's Also tpr.!ch avoids this by sening 1he film 
Z:iralhustra we are made either in space (to which very 
aw.tire of a majestic Cast: Roy Scheider,John Lithgow, Helen Mirren, few people can relate) or at the 
primitivism that is reflected Bob Balaban, Keir Dullea, Dana Elcar, Madolyn 'Dawn of Mankind' (to which 
in the earlier part of the film. Smith no one can relate), and its sets 

When this theme is reprised are impressive, simple, 
in 1he climactic,enigma1icfinal moments, 1hc primitivism is in monochromatic and therefore hard 10 pin do'9o.'n; 1010, on 1he 
the nihilis1ic supposuion that 'God li de.1d'. This is a two- other hand, throws caution to the wind by including shou of 
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life on t:arth in the future. It either looks exactly the same -as 
1985, or you get the ultimate sci-fi set crime - the Habitat 
'future' household, complete in this inst2nce with en-suite 
dolphin. 

Visually, the film is wonderful. The special effects, while 
not as groundbreaking as those in 2001, were clearly an 
adv.ince on effects of the time, and the pinnacle of non 
compute.r-ge.ner:ated work. In p2nicul.r, the sp;i.ce w;i.Jks ;i.re 
stunning in their enormity and convey a claustrophobic 
tension that produces genuine concern for the characters. The 
film also ukes a cenain pride in the. scientific .tccur:acy (as we 
know it) of the events that take place. and as a re.suit is far more 
practical. For example, nowadays it is accepted that Europa has 
the potential 10 sustain life and notably after the success of 1he 
recent Mars Mission, we are cons1a.ntly learning more about 
the possibilities of space travel to the further reaches of the 
solar system. 

So, where do these works s1and philosophically? Both 
address the issues of the existence of extra-terrestri;tlime!ligence 
and superiority, indeed they demand iL In 2001, 1here is no 
need for an explanation -as to why life beyond the Eanh exists 
- it merely forms pan of the mystery of the Universe. In 1010, 
it is the sou rce of wonder - the creation of the second sun th.tt 
changes our existence forever and the physical proof that we 
.ire not alone. Additionally, both films question the possibility 
of artificial intelligence and whether such intelligence is 
feasible, ph1usiblt', acceptable or exceptional. HAL is a 
conscious entity. How far an a mechanically crnted object 
aist as an individual with a conscience? At what point is the 
mind separated from the soul? HAL aims to do good, to fulfil 
his program and be a member of the crew: to err is human, is 
HAL therefore not human? To murder (in 2001) and then 10 
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pay amends and perform the ultimate .ict of self-sacrifice (in 
201(~ 1hc machine created by the humans evolves a social 
consciousness from what was earlier a primitivt' ego-bJ.Sed 
consciousness. HAL evolves because of his errors, he becomes 
conscious because he ceases to be entirely logical and instead 
relics upon reasoned, if erroneous responses. ls this not sen1ient 
evolution? 

Both films do however, SUle very dearly 1hat the.re is 
enligh1enment beyond our understanding. 2001 denies 1he 
continued existence of God, whereas 2010 glories in hs 
magnitude. This is not to deny an ecumt'nical perspective but 
10 approach it from alternate angles; either we are now one of 
tht' sentient beings, we are not alone and have joined the 
universe, or we are not wonhy, there are beings we should 
revere and we should be humble. If 2001 taught us that we are 
not God's but pan of the greater cosmos, 2010 shows that we 
are just one more cog in the glorious machine that is creation. 

Considering both films t0gether, 2010 is dearly in the 
shadow of 2001, panicularly from a 'cinematic experience' 
point of view. This is not to say that 20/0is not a good film. It 
is difficult to see how it could have been made any better and 
that is testament to its director's vision and the thrus1 of 1he 
narrative. That said, the quality of both films, despite 1he 
differences in their execut ion, ensures that if you want pure, 
unmitigated science fiaion cinema, you'd be hard pressed to 
find two better examples . 

O OJl,n OcMI and Milcble Blanc 1997 

Calm :ind Mitch should be u't!il•kncni:n lo Vector re:ulrn by now, 
h.ivmg WT1lUnfor uJ on C.ro andje,met (Vector 194} and LIie 
&uon {Vector 195) \trhen 11ot uurchmg Babylon 5 or Hong 
Kong cmema, they can be fou,1d o:plormg sucb culmarydeligbuas 
p,cklttich,llies - Eds. 

An Arthur C. Clarke Bibliography 
Novels, Collections, Non-fiction, Collaborations, Omnibuses and Select Secondary Reading 

Compi led by Andrew M. Butler 

Agamsl the FaJI of Night Appt".tred in Start/mg Stories, 1948; (New 
York: Gnome, 1953); Revised as City And the Stan (New 
York: Harcourt, Brace, 1956; London: Muller, 1956) 

/nu-,7,/,mecary Fligbr (New York: Harper and Row, 1950}; new 
introduction (New York: Berkley, 1985) 

£,mhl1ght Pu · History Leuon'. Start/mg Scones 1951; Expanded 
(New York: Ballantine, 1955, London: Muller, 1955, Nl"w 
York: Hucoun, Br.act", Jonnovich, 1972) 

The &plorauon ofSp.rct" (New York: Harper 1951; London: 
Temple, 1951 ; Revised 1959; New Introduction, 1979) 

Prelude To Sp.ice: A Compelling Re11luuc N<Wd oflncnplanetary 
Flight (New York: World Edi1ion.s, 1951; London: 
Sidgwick and Jackson, 1953 (revised?}; New York: Gnome, 
1954; New York: Harcourt, Brace and World, 1970; 
Variant 1itle.sMastn- o/Spau(1961] and The Space Drtamm 
[1969] 

n~ Sands of /lfllrs (London: Sidgwick and Jackson, 1951, New 
York: Gnomt', 1953); with introduct ion by Clarke (New 
York: Harcou rt, Brace and World, 1967) 

ldands In rhe Sky (Philadelphia: Winston, 1952; London: 
Sidgwick ;md Jackson, 197 1; with introduction by P.ttrick 
Moore, Harmonds,;,,,orth, Middlesex: Penguin, 1972; 

Boston: Gregg Press, 1979); new int roduction by Chrke 
(New York: Signet, 1987) 

Cb,Jdhood's End As 'Guardian Angel· NnJJ Worlds winter 1950; 

Expanded (New York: Billantine, 1953; London: Sidg,·ick 
:md Jackson, 1954); Reprinted with introduction and new 
first chapter (London: Pan, 1990) 

Exptdmon To bmh (New York: BallanLine, 1953; London: 
Sidg,;,,•ick and Jackson, 1954; New York: Harcourt, Br.tee 
and World, 1970) 

The Dttp Ran~, 1954 Expanded into novel (New York: 
Hircoun, Brace, 1957; London: Muller, 1957); 'll-'ith 
introduction (New York: Signet, 1987; London: Gollanc~ 
1988: New York: B2ntam Spectra, 1991) 

The Exploration of the Moon (London: Muller, 1954; New York: 
Harpt'r, 1954) 

TM Coast of Coral (New York: Harper, 1956) 
ReaclJ For Tomorrow (New York: Ballantine:, 1956; London: 

Gollancz, 1962; New York: Harcourt, Br.tee and World, 
1970) 

Tt1in From the 'W1,itt Hart'(New York: Ballantine, 1957; New 
York: Harcourt, Brace and World, 1970; London: Sidgwick 
andjackson. 1972) 
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The Mak mg of ti~ Moon: The Story of rl~ Earth Sattll1tt 
Programmt (New York: Harper, 1957; London: n.p., 1957; 
Revised New York: Harper, 1958) 

The Rttft ofTaprob,m,.- Undnu.12tn AdW71turn ,uo,md Cry/on 
(London: Muller, 1957; New York: Harper, 1957) 

Voice ACToss rhc St.r (New York: H2rper, 1958; Revi~ London: 
Luscombe', 197•; New York: Hupcr2nd Row, 1974; 
[Revised and retitled - Sec How rhc World W.u Ont, 1992, 
belowD 

The 0t«rSuieof theSJry (New York: H2rcoun, Bnce, 1958; 
London: Go\12ncz, 1961); new introduction by Clarke 
(London: Gollancz, 1987) 

~ Challenge of tM Sp;1ctship: Pm11tw1 ofTomon-ow's World 
(New York: Harper, 1959; London: np, 1960) 

Across 1M Sta of Stars [Childhood's End, Earthlight + 18 shon 
stories] (New York: Harcoun, Brace, 1959) 

The Challenge of,J~Sea introduced by Wernervon Brown (New 
York: H oh, Rineh2n and Winsion, 1960, London: np, 
1961) 

A Fail of Moo11d1m (New York: Harcourt , Brace and World, 
1961: London: Gollancz, 1961); with introduction (New 
York: Signet, 1987; New York: Bantam Spectra, 1991; 
London: Goll:mcz, 1995) 

From ti~ Dee.ins From thtStan[TheDttpRtlnge, The City and the 
Swrs + 14 short nories) (New York: Harcoun, Brace and 
World.1962) 

Profiles of the Future.: An Inquiry ,mo the Umm of the Possible 
(London: Gollancz, 1962; New York: Harper and Row, 
1962; London: P.i.n, 1973; New York: Harcourt, Brace, 
Jovanovich, 1973; London: Gollmcz, 1982; New York: 
Hoh, Rinehart and Winnon, 1984) 

Tales of Teri \f1orlds (New York: H arcoun, Brace and World, 
1962; London: Gollancz, 1963; New York: NAL, 1987) 

Dolphin Island: A Story of the People of the Sta (London: Gollancz, 
1963; New York: H oll, Rinehart and Winston, 1963) 

Gluit A,th (New York: Harcoun, Bnce and World, 1963; 
London: Sidgwick and Jackson, 1969); wilh new 
introduction (New York: Signet, 1987); with both 
introduction, (New York: Bantam Spectra, 1991) 

An Arth11r C Clarke Omnibm [Cl,ddhood's End, Prel11dct0Space, 
Exptd11ion to Earth) (London: Sidgwick and Jackson, 1965) 

Voices From tbe Sky: Prtvieu.'1 of the Coming Space Age (New 
York: Harper and Row, 1965; London: Gollancz, 1966) 

Pre/11de To Mars [Prelude to Space, 11,e Samb of Man+ 16 shon 
stories) (New York: Harcourt, Brace and World, 1965) 

71~ Nme 811/,on Namt:J of God (New York: Harcoun, Brace :and 
World, 1967) 

1001: A Sp,zce Odyssey (London: Hulchinson, 1968, New York: 
NAL, 1968) with 2 shon norics (London: I...eg:end, 1990; 
H2rmoodswonh, Middlesex: Roe 1992) 

An Arthur C O.ir~lndOmnibus[A F.il/ofMoondust, 
Earthl,ght, 1ne SandJ of Mars] (London: Sidgwick and 
Jackson, 1968) 

7he PromiM ofSf).lce {London: Hodder 20d Stoughton, 1968; 
New York: Harper and Row, 1968) 

~ Lion of Conu,rn 11.mi Against the Fall of Night (New York: 
Harcourt, Bnce :and World, 1968, London: Go\lancz, 1970; 
San Diego, CA.: Harvest, 1986; New York: Harcoun, 
Brace, Jovanovich, 1986) 

A Mmmg W,thMedH5a (Pl,rylx,y December 1971) in Dos.a.dos 
fo rmat, with Kim Stanley Robinson , Grttn Mars (New 
York: Tor, 1988) 

Rqxm 011 P/antt 711rte And Other Speculations (London: 
Gollancz, 1972; New York: Harper and Row, 1972) 
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~ Lost WorldJ of1001 (London: Sidgwick and Jackson, 1972; 
New York: Harper and Row, 1972; Boston: Gregg Press, 
1979) 

Of Time And St,m: 7he Sc,mce f1Ct1on of An.hur C Oarke, 
introduced by J.B. Priestley (London: Gollancz, 1972); 
introduction by Clarke replaces Priestley's (London: 
Gollancz, 1984) 

Tbe Wind from the Sun: Stont:J from the Sp.ice Agt (London: 
Goll2ncz, 1971; New York: Harcourt, Brace,Jovmovic.h, 
1972); Expanded (London: Gollmcz, 1987; New York: 
Signet, 1987); 1972 version (London: Gollancz, 1990) 

lmpnwl Earth.- A Fantasy of Love And Ducord (London: 
Gollancz, 1975); Expanded version Ne-at York: Harcoun, 
Brace. Jovanovich, 1976; Boston: GK Hall, 1980) 

Rendnwus With Rama (London: Goll:mc1., 1973; New York: 
Harcourt, Brace and Jovanovich 1973; London: Pan, 1974; 
Boston: G K Hall, 1980) 

The &st of Artlmr C Clarke 1937-191/ London: Sphere, 1973, 
Reissued in two volumes, 1937-1955 and 1957-1972 b0th 
London: Sphere, 1976, 1931-1955 and 1956-1972, both 
London: Sidgwick and Jackson, 1977) 

71N Vit'Wfrom Snindip (New York: Random House, 19n; 
London: Gollancz, 1978) 

Four Creal Sf Novels [City And tlx Stars, 71x Deep Range, A Fall 
of Moondust, Rendavous With Rama] (London : Gollancz., 
1978) 

Tbe Fountams of Parad~ (London: Golla.ncz, 1979; New York: 
Harcourt, Brace,Jovanovich, 1979); -...·ith afterword 
(London: Gollancz., 1989) 

1010: Odyssry Two (Huntingdon Woods, Mich: Phmmia, 1982; 
New York: Ba.ll.i.ntine, 1982; London: Gr.a.nad.i., 19??) 

TM Scntmcl (New York lkrkley, 1983; London: Gn£ton, 1985) 
A.scent To Orbit: A Snenti/1< Autob1ogr.iphy: 1he Tc:clmical 

Wrttmgsof 
Arthur CC/arke(New York: Wiley, 1984) 

1984: Sprmg: A Choice of Futures (London and New York: 
Granada, 1984; New York: Ballantine, 198•) 

71x So11gs of Distant Earth (London: Gollancz, 1986; New York: 
Ballantine, 1986) 

2061: Odyllt'J 7hrtt (London: Grafton, 1987; New York: 
Ballantine, 1988) 

Astou11ding D,iys: A Science Fictional A111ob1ograp}ry (London: 
Gollancz, 1989; New York: Balla.mine, 1989) 

7ht GJ,ost From lix Grand Banks (New York: Ballantine, 1989; 
London: Gollancz, 1991) 

Tales From Planet Earth (London: Century, 1989); US ediLion has 
different contents and preface, (New York: Bantam, 1990) 

More 71,.n One Uni~: The Collect~ Stories of Arthur C Oarke 
(1991) 

1ne FantaJtu: i,!Mse Chap (Huddersfield: Hilltop Press, 1992) 
Hot11 the World Was One: Beyond rhc Global Village (London: 

Gollancz, 1992) a, How the World Was One: Touurdsthe 
Tdc-famJyofMan (New York: Bmta.m, 1992); reprinted a, 

How the World Was One: Tbe Turbulent History of GlolMI 
Commumcatiom (London: Gollancz, 1993) 

By Sp.,ce Pone:ssed (London: Golla.ncz, 1993) 
1neHammerofGod(London: Gollancz, 199J; New York: 

Bantam Spectra, 199J) 
Tbe Snou,s of Olympus: A Garden on Mars (London: Gollancz, 

1994) 
Childhood Ends, edited by David Aaronovitz (Rochester, Mich .: 

Portentious Press, 19960 
JOO/: 71N Final Odyssey (New York: Del Rey, 1997; London: 

Voyager, 1997) 



Colb,borat ions: 

With Gregory lknford 
Beyond tlN Fall of Night (New York: Ace, 1990; Nc-w York: 

Putn;i.m, 1990) re-primed as Ag.mm the- Fall of Night a11d 
Beyond the- Fall of Night (London: Goll;mcz, 1991) 

With Chesley Bontnell 
Beyond J11p1t".- 7hr Worlds of Tomorrow (Boston: Little, Bro·.,,rn 

1972) 

With the editors of Lift 
M:m And Spa<t (Ntw Yo rk: Timr-Life. 1964) 

With Gen1ry Lee 
Cradle (London: Goll;i.ncz,1988; Ntw York: B.:miam, 1988; New 

York: W;i.rner, 1988) 
Rama II (New York: Bantam, 1988; London: Gollancz, 1989) 
nx Gardm of Rama (New York: Bantam 1991; London: 

Goll::mcz, 1991) 
Rama Revt!aled(New York : Banum 1993; London: Gollancz, 

1993) 

With Mike McQuay 
R,chttr I0{London: Gollancz, 1996; New York: Bantam, 1996) 

With Peter Hyams 
71x Odyssey Filt (London: Panther, 1985) 

With Robcn Silverberg 
Into Space-; A Young PC'l'SOn '.s G111dt to Spact (New York, Ha~r 

and Row, 1971) 

With Simon Wdfare and John Fairley 
A r1h11r C Oarltt's M-pt"1011s World (London: Collins, 1980) 
Arthur COarkt'.s World ofS1r.rngt Powrrs (London: Collins/ 

Pu1nam, 1984) 
A rtl,11r C CLrrkt's Chromdn of t/,e Strange And Mysltr101u 

(London: Collins, 1987) 
Anlmr CClarkt'.s A-Z of Mys1c-r1rs: From Atlamu to Zombin 

(Lo ndon: HarperCollins, 1993) 

With Mike Wilson 
Boy Bmtatl, the Sea (New York: H arper, 1958) 
n>t First Fiw Fathoms (New York: H arper, 1960) 
Jndum Cke,111 Adwnture (Nl'w York: f-l arpl'r, 1961; London: A 

Barker,1962) 
Jndwn Ot:ean Trusure (Nl'w York: Hupl.'r and Row, 1964; 

London: Sidgwick and J :1ckson 1972) 
nx Trt"511rt of tht G"at Rttf(New York: Harper and Row, 

1964; New York: Ballantine, 197.f; New York: 
B:11l;mtinl', 1974) 

As Edito r 

Time Probe: 71,r Sc,mce m Sc,ence Fiction (Nl'w York: Ddaconl' 
Prus, 1966) 
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71:w Com mg of tk Spaa Age: Famous AccomllS of M.m'.s Pro/m1g of 
tlN Um= (London: Goll.mcz, 1967; New York: 
Ml'rrdith, 1967) 

Art/,ur CClarkt'sj11ly 10. 2019:A Q.,y/n tl,el1feofthtllsl 
Century (New York: Mumillan, 1986; London: Gr.if ton, 
1987) 

ProJ«t Solar Sad (Nl'w York: NAURoc 1990) 

As Editor with Georgl' W. Proctor 
Sc1enceFict1on Halloffamt Vo/ 4 (London: Gollancz.. 1981); as 

Scienct FiCllon Hall of Famt /JI: Nrbtila W'innm, 196J
J969 (Nl'w York: A Yon, 1982) 

As Contributor: 

Neil Armstrong, Michad Collins, Edwin E. Aldrin J r, Gl'ne 
Farmer and Dor.i. Jane Hamblin. Firsl On tbt Moon: A 
Voyage w1tl1 Ne,/ Armstrong, /,/1c/);le/ Collins and Edwm £. 
Aldrm/r, Epilogue by C larke (Boston: Little, Brown, 
1970) 

At tk Mosmtaim of M11 rkinm and Otl:wr Parod1eJ compiled by 
Gl'Otgl' Lockl' (London: Ftrm Fantasy, 197J) 

A/te,u J NO'llf:llas [Murray Ll'in!tl'r, 'First Contact', Clifford D. 
Simak. 'Thl' Big Front Yard', AnhurC. Cl:1rke, 'A 
Mttting with Mtdwa '] editl'd by lkn Bov:1 (London; 
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Cognitive Mapping 12: Clouds 

by Paul Kincaid 

Long ago, there were gods in everything, but the chief 
gods, the ones who were most feared, were those who 
lived on mountain tops above the clouds. The Greek 

romanticism of the eighteenth and early-nineteent h centuries. 
Using such a symbolic language, the dark and enclosing fog 
betokened dark and secret deeds. After indumial smog 

pantheon lived on Mount 
Olympw, the Inca made their 
victims climb up to the peaks 
of ncred mountains to be 
sacrificed, the Az.tecs, like the 
Mesopotamians and Egyptians 
before them, built pyramids, 
anificial mountains to honour 
the gods and the dead who 
joined them. But it wasn't 1he 
mountains as such 1hat were 
imporun1, it was their height, 
for 1hey rose up to the sky, up 
2bove the clouds. Even today, 
European children are likely 

' It's not there, sir, it's not there.' 
'What's not there?' 
'The day, sir! There's no Sun!' 
Kingsley grabbed his watch. It was about 

7.42am, long after dawn in August. He rushed 
out of the shelter into the open. It was pitch 
black, unrelieved even by starlight, which was 
unable to penetrate the thick cloud cover. An 
unreasoning primitive fear seemed to be 
abroad. The light of the world had gone. 

The Black Cloud {1957) - Fred H oyle 

became such an inseparable 
p2rt of the London 
landscape during the 
Viaori2n era, fog-clouded 
strttts provided an ideal 
setting for everyone from 
Mr Hyde to Sherlock 
Holmes. 

In science fiction the 
transformative character of 
clouds was first employed 
by H .G. Wells in In the 
Days of the Comer (1906), 
when the gaseous tail of a 
comet passing across 1he 

to pieture God as 2 bearded figure living in the clouds. 
The clouds were the roof of the world: 1hey were visible 

but not touch2ble, they were mysterious, they were 
CSRntially nebulow. And the nebulow has always been 
fascinating: neither one thing nor the other, never quite 
gnspable. Still today, when film-makers want to suggest the 

surface of the Earth wrought 2 soci2I transformation, a1beit 
only briefly. For Sir Anhur Conan Doyle, however, such a 
transformation displayed a less comfonable character in TM 
Poison &It (1913), io which Eanh can only wait helplessly 
while an interstellar cloud sweeps 2cross the planet bringing 
inevitable death. Conan Doyle couldn't shake off a sc.nse of 

mys1eriow, or a translation ~--------------- 
from one st2te to another, 'Listen: let's cut to reality here. Just the 
they are as likely as not to existence of this thing implies wholesale 
;:;w0 ; ~fs~~ep;;i:tnagm~~o~ manipulation of gravity, of tidal forces, and of 
cloud of steam. Even in such a damned near every other kind of force I can 
resolutely non-fantastical film think of. It's almost as if the thing exists in a 
as The Railway Childlln dimensional vacuum, where nothing from the 

~:~l)s~e~;i;t~~~:uggi2~~:~: outside touches it. ' 
marking his translation from • Almost ?' 
prison and his transformation 'Yes. Almost. Look: there are two clouds. 
of the lives of the c.hildren. 
Once, of course, tra\·el 
through clouds would have 
liter-ally meant entering the 
realm of the gods, but today, 
when we can't quite shake off 
the notion that there is 
something numinous above 
the clouds. Cloud remains a 
symbol of mystery. 

Gothic writers, like others 
of the Rom211tic Age, saw 
nature as providing the pattern 
and the symbol for 

Let 's assume both were travelling at the same 
velocity when they entered the planetary 
system. They should have broken up, but they 
didn't. The one on the far side of the sun is 
moving more slowly than this one. That's as it 
should be, because it 's contending with solar 
drag, while our baby here is getting pulled 
along as it moves toward the sun. So there is 
some effect. But don't ask me to explain it.' 

Engin~ o/God( l994)- Jac.k Mc~vitt 

hope - following the death 
of h.is son in the First 
World War he would 
become closely involved 
with spi ritualism, with iu 
promise of life after death -
and the Poison Belt doesn't 
actually bring the tragedy it 
heralds. Nevertheless, this 
image of a numinous, 
nebulous threa1 in the skies 
has a powerful hold on our 
imagination; and not long 
.Uter this the threat would 
become real : as polSOn gas 
billowed across an 
inhospitable no-m2n 's-land 
we 2cquired a new image of 
dread. 

Fred Hoyle presented an 
updating of Conan Doyle's 
s1ory with The Black Ooud 
- and, in the final sentence 
of the passage quoted, 
illwtrated one more reason 
why clouds ~ be such an 

everything. Storms, high places, wild moors and 1he ruins of 
the past were the inevitable settings for books or poetry, and 
continued so long after a new sense of realism overtook the 

effective literary device. Of course there is more to this cloud 
approaching through the solar system than interstellar dun. 
just as Wells shaped the ever-variable cloud to suit his social 
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and politic.ii message, and Conan Doyle used it to exprw 
terror, so Hoyle expressed a message for which he would 
later become notorious: this cloud contained life. Far more 
developed than the amino acids he was to claim arrived on 
comets, this cloud creature is, in fact, god-like in its dispersed, 
untouchable and uncontainable body. God-like, indeed, in 
that like Zeus or Woden it sits upon a cloud controlling the 
earth below. 

This vast, dispersed, interstellar being was the harbinger 
of other such huge and mysterious creatures, from those in 
James Tiptree J r's Up the Walls of the World (1978) to the 
ones harpooned and skinned like whales in Terry Bisson's 
Pirates of the Universe (1996). But removing the skin of the 
Peteys, Bisson's vacuum-jellyfish, opens a -way into the 
unknown, and that is the function of clouds. Whether it is 
Doyle's Professor Challenger or Hoyle's Kingsley, there 
remains somethi ng in the universe beyond the 
comprehension of these men of science. 
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You can see a cloud, but that's about all; in every other 
respect it remains a convenient representation of the 
unknowable. It might house gods or demons or other forms 
of life or simply forces that we don't understand - like the 
clouds that sweep periodically and destructively through the 
universe in Jack McDevitt's Engines of God - but essentially it 
is something we can only watch and wonder at and hope to 
survive. The science fiction universe is knowable - we go out 
into it, we explore, explain, make everything conform to 
physical laws we can either understand or extrapolate. But 
even in this well-ordered universe we need the extraordinary, 
the inexplicable, the mysterious. We need something that 
evokes our wonder and dread as gods once did - and what 
better symbo! for this than the clouds that were once the 
home of the gods themselves? 

0 Paul Kincaid 1997 

Paul Kincaid is reviews editor ofVector and administrator of 
thtArth11rC. Clarke Award-Eds. 

alt.space by Stephen Baxter 

In tht last couple of yc-ars a number of works have appeared 
dealing with alternate histories of space exploration: aft.spact 
- how it might have been, had some crucial technical 
discovery or political decision been made otherwise. 
I plead guilty myself on several counts. My biggest effon was 

my novel Voyage (1996) about a NASA post-Apollo Mars 
programme culminating in a landing in 1986. But on the charge 
sheet I also have several shon stories. 

In 'Pilgrim 7' (1993) astronaut Wally Schirra is in orbit in his 
Mercury capsule in 1963 ... just as the Cuban missile crisis erupts 
in war. This was my first attempt at this mode of writing. 
'Moon Six' (1997) is a long story in which an Apollo astronaut is 
dragged across a succession of alternate realities, in some of 
which there is no space programme at all, in others the Russians 
win, in still others the Brits get there first with Prtludt Lo Spact 
nuclear ships. In 'Sun-Drenched' (1998) Apollo astronauts are 
stranded on the Moon, by the kind of technical failure which 
came perilously dose to wrecking many of the real-life missions. 
And in 'Sun-God' (1997) a far-future alien, unable to believe that 
we reached the Moon only to abandon it, reconstructs a series of 
alternate space exploration possibilities; a hapless astronaut 
simulacrum is dragged through the possibilities. In 'War Birds' 
(to appear in lntenont) l look at the way the Space Shuttle 
programme was supposed to turn out, orbital bombing runs and 
all. 

The US space programme has, of course, been the most 
spectacular. But I've also meddled with other nations' effons. 
'Zemlya' (1997) shows Yuri Gagarin being sent on a quixotic 
mission to Venus. 'Prospero One' (1996) (written with Simon 
Bradshaw) tweaks British history of the 1970s slightly 10 allow 
the technicians to launch one British manned space mission, 
before being shut down {in reality, we managed one unmanned 
satellite launch). 'The Wire Continuum' (1998) (with Anhur C 
Clarke) takes Clarke's 1937 shon story Travel By Wirt as a 
staning point; Britain develops telepon capabilities in the 1960s, 
and the space programme is reduced to single-shot effons to 
deliver telepon terminals 

I am not alone, however. Allen Steele in panicular has 
produced a major body of work • culminating in his novel '"llJe 

Tranq,ollity Alttrnatl'l.lf' (1996) - dealing with an alternate space 
history in which the Nazis developing a sub-orbital capability 
during WWII, so that Wernher von Braun's most extravagant 
post-war dreams are fulfilled ... but still, by the 1990s, the 
(different) US programme is in terminal decline. And William 
Banon's story 'In Saturn Time' looks at a post-Apollo 
programme which might have delivered Americans 10 Jupiter, 
for real, by 2001. 

Why should wri1ers take the extraordinary step of devoting 
major chunks of their creative effon to realities which never 
existed? 

I suspect it is never healthy for a working writer to examine 
his/her motives and impulses (not to say obsessions) 100 closely 
- leave that for the memoirs. But in this c:ue 1 think the answer 
is clear enough. 

I was 11 years old when I watched the Apollo 11 Moon 
walk, in 1969. Steele would have betn 9 or 10, Banon around 18. 

We'd all grown up with an extraordinary expansion in 
spaceflight capabilities - only 8 years earlier, after all, the best 
the US could manage was to send Alan Shepard into a sub
orbital lob that basted all of 15 minuus.. And now, here were 
Neil and Buzz walking on the Moon. I for one firmly believed I 
was watching the future, and had no reason to believe it wasn't 
just going to carry on, growing and expanding. 

I wasn't the only one who thought so, of course. As late as 
1968, Arthur Clarke in TI1e Promise ofSpact was able to list an 
optimistic catalogue of future uses of the Moon. In fact, "the 
future of lunar and ... solar system ... exploration .. depends on 
our ability to find supplies of all kinds on the Moon. The most 
valuable substance of all - as it is on Earth, when in shon supply 
- would be water.~ Water would support life, and could be 
cracked into hydrogen and oxygen to supply rocket fuel, a filling 
sution outside Eanh's savage gravity field, which could be used 
to fund a general expansion into the Solar System. 

And, said Clarke, water "ccnainly exists on the Moon; the 
question is where, and in what form .. ." Perhaps there was ice in 
undt rground caves, and there were lunar formations which 
might indicate the presence of permafrost. And so on. "Thest 
are the optimis1ic assump1ions, which may be wrong. If the 
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worse comes to worst, i1 will be n«:euary 10 ex1nct water from 
lhe mintrals in which it occurs; nraightforward heating would 
be sufficient in mon cases ... • Not only that, perhaps there wtre 
metallic ores which could "pay for any lunar exploration 
prognmme a hundred 1imes over•. 

Tragically for the future!', however, all this would prove de-ad 
wrong. 

The analysis of even the first Moonrock samples relurned by 
Apollo 11 betrayed not the slighteSt t!'lce of lunar water, either 
now or in the past Ocaving aside tr.aces in polar cold traps). Not 
only that, the lack of water during the lunar crust's early 
melting periods ensurtd that big hydrothermal ore deposits - tht 
tyf)I!' which produced much of Earth's mineral wealth - are 
complttely absent from tht Moon. Thtre are no massive gold 
deposiu, no huge diamond mines, no El Dor.ado on the Moon -
only low grade aluminium ort. 

To many, even inside the space programme!', i1 appeared that 
Apollo - a first step into the cosmos - in the tnd it served only to 
prove that we cannot colonise space. And tht Moon wasn't the 
only disappointment, !en wt forgtt. For many space programme 
insiders, 1he momenl when the futu re was Ion came in 196-4, 
when the first fly-by of Mars by Mariner .f - a spacecrah sent 
over an area thought likely to show canals - showed cracns. 

Suddtnly, 1here w:11s nowhere worth going. 
Even so, in 1969 NASA put forward ambitious proposals for 

its post-Apollo future. The Space Shuttle would have been just 
one tltml!'nt in this grand vision, with a space station, lunar 
bases and expeditions to Mars in the 1980s to follow. This was 
the clearest articulation, by NASA for God's nke, of the future 
we'd been led to believe was on iu way. 

But, though the technical logic was there, tht political logic 
had v:mished. In the event NASA's manned spact programme 
came close to being shut down altogether; Nixon allowed one 
element of it, the Shuule, 10 sur,.'lve, 2 space bw with nowhere 
to go. (Jn Voyagt' I have Nixon make a differtnt compromise, 
picking out anothtr demenl, an Apollo-nyle M:1rs programme.) 

All 1his, of course, was a crashing disappointment fo r me. 
The fact that the deadly wind-down in the US space programme 
- no m:11nned flights at all be1ween 1975 and 1981 - coincided 
with my own adolescence and growing up didn't help either. 
Suddtnly, expansivt drt:1ims or spaccnight came to seem like 
memories of childhood games: nc:11t at the 1ime, but to be put 
aside now. 

If 1970s Space Cold Turkey was bad for mt, it was hell for 
soml!' of the Americans, and they have found a variety of ways to 
work i1 out or their systems (see my cssay 'Rusting Gantries and 
Lawn Ornaments'). And onl!' 0£ those ways is ah.space. 

William Banon 's shon story 'In Saturn Time' (1995) is a 
spectacular uercise in historical revision. h .stans ~·ith Apollo 
21 on the Moon in 1974; Apollo has bttn saved from 
cancellation by :11 (non-McGovern) Oemocnt White House 
which reverses Nixon's Sp:11ce Shunlt decision and rtinnatts 
Apollo • ... because we spent fo rty billion dollars acquiring this 
technology. Let's gtt tht btntfit of it bdort WI!' go ahead and 
buy another one.~ The story from then on is told in a series of 
compressed fast-forwards. The continued Apollo impetus 
induces the Russians to make it to the Moon by 1977. By 1988 
the Americans are landing on Mars, by 1993 the Saturn V has 
evolved into reusable and cheap access to orbit, :md by 2001 (of 
course) Arthur Clarke, Walter Cronkite :md Wally Schirra are 
,vatching 1he US's first jupi1er miuion reach orbit. 

It isn't an uncommon attitude among Amtrican hard sf 
writen thn every policy declSion NASA ever made was 
irra1ional. In this story Barton lS applying 2 rct:r0<orrective: 
rtc:laiming space history from the idiots who got it wrong, and 
restoring it to the sf community. This LS, he is sayi ng, the way it 
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should have been, damn it. He makes 2 heavy point, for ins1ance, 
of showing us how the Saturn V technology could have (maybe) 
achieved the cheap-access-to-orbit goal that drove the Shuttle 
project. M such the story is of a piece with such works of nur
future space propaganda as £111:oumn- u·uh Tikr (1996) by 
Aldrin and Barnes; by showing us how it migh1 have been, 
B;irton is trying 10 persuade us that it could be like this after ;ill. 

But while he plugs every nos1algia bunon (Walter Cronkite 
on the Moon in 1984), Barton barely explores the issues 
umurntd by his sptctacular future - for example the role of the 
military, and the impact or such a gigan1ic space dfort on the US 
economy and its position in the world. Maybe Barton's Ion 
fu1urt has something to teach us, but if so he wi ll have to return 
to i1 :md show us tht downsides as well :i,s the up. 

The Tranquilluy Alr=ativr by Alltn S1ede (1996) is much 
mort imerening: •Parndl lookt'd 2w:11y from 1hc plaque :md cut 
his eyes around the 2bandoned Moonbase ... The flag was a liule 
crooked ___ He managed to get tht staff to stay straight. Not that 
it manered; by this timt tomorrow, ht would be pulling down 
the flag, folding it and taking it home to a glass case at tht 
Visitors' ccntrt' at tht Cape, where tourisu could stare at i1 with 
blank stupidity: {T1x Tr,mq11i/J1ryAlr"""uw, Chapter 16). 

Tranquilliry is 1he story of the dtc: lining days of an 
alternative American space programme. In 1944, Germany 
launches an 'Amerika Bomber' - a Eugen!!' Sanger space glider -
to strike at the continental US. But America responds with a 
secre1 spaceship of its own. Thereafter the US programmt, 
fuelled by the Cold War, fo llows the geMrous lints m out by 
Wtmher von Braun in his famous Colhm magaz.ine articles of 
1952. There are men in orbi1 in the urly 'SOs, in huge wingtd 
dcscendanu of the V-2; by 1963 there is an immense Wheel 
spaceship orbiting the Eanh, serving as 2 calling pon. for direct
descent lunar ftrries and providing a military surveillance 
platform. The Americans go to the Moon, but only to build T cal 
Fa.Icon, a second-nrike nuclear silo, in the Su of Tranquillity; 
,and in 1974 Neil Armstrong and Alexei Leonov ltad Project 
Arts, the first - :11nd only - manned mission to Mars. Thus, 1950s 
drums are realistd in full, at a cost of hundreds of billions of 
dollars. 

But that's whcrt the glory days end. With the end of the 
Cold War - and a controversial plan by President Dole to nuke 
Saddam in 1991 with the Teal Falcon missiles - the US space 
programme is scaled back. The von Bnun spaceships are :11gting, 
2nd attt'mpts 10 replace!' them with Space Shuttles have failed -
1htre was a Cfullengu disaster htre too - although we are shown 
glimpses of a secret military spacepl.tne being developed :111 Aru 
51. The plot concerns the last American Moon miuion: a l--oyage 
10 T ra.nquillity by a motley cre,v of a fading astronaut, an 
embittered lesbian, German conspira1on, a British spy and a 
bogus computer hxker, to dccommiuion tht' miuiles, after 
which Teal Falcon will be sold to the Germans for industrial 
operations :md a nucltar waste dump. But more dastardly 
fo reigners, the Koreans this time, are trying to s1eal one of tht 
nukes for their own purposes. 

Steele's research is impressive - there really was a 1950s US 
plan to put nukes on the Moon - as is his use of detail: burst se:11t 
p:11dding and worn instrument consoles evoke the decay of the 
great von Bnun sp:11ceships, for instance. And, like Barton's 
story, the text is Sludded with evocative symbols of the en. like 
Walter Cronkite on 1he Wheel 

But although date and timelines are well worked out, Steele's 
altematt history away from the space programme is perhaps less 
convincing: there art' computer h:11cken :md cyberpunk and an 
ln1e.me1 here, operating pretty much as in our world, and the 
usual Steele soundtrack of our-rt'ality adult-oriented rock plays 
in the background, though sometimes the characters have 10 



invoke memories of their children's taste 10 justify it. The 
ch2nocters - p2nicub.rly the non-Americans - are diched 2nd 
rather clumsily dnown. The plot i.s drive.n by coincidence, 2nd 
the Korean scheme dissolves in a lurid gunfight on i.he Moon. 

Like m2ny Amerinru expreuing 2 stn.sc of the Loss of The 
Drc2m, Stttle seems un2blc to dist2ncc himself from the sense of 
bun nation.a.I pride which suffuses the reaction of space buffs in 
the US to the turndown in !.heir n2tion:.a.l sp.ace elfon: "The 
United St2tes - one-time world le2der, now suffering from 
premature senescence, mumbling to itself as it played one 
endless Scga game after another while pretending that its 
undisputed position as the numero uno global exporter of 
exercise videos actually meant something - fell he;a.dlong towards 
the inevitable rude 11wakcning" (Chapter 10). We must acccpl 
without discussion the usumption th11t the rcphccmcm of 1hc 
US 1IS space leadu is a bad thing. Working ••i1hin this mind-set, 
Sm,le's ability to 211:.a.lyse the hinorical processes which shaped 
i.hc space effort is thereby diminished, and the rest of the •·orld 
is stcn through this filter, but on the other hand. sitting here in 
pon-lmperi:.a.l Britain - our space programme died in 1964, ~fore 
it rc:.a.lly got going . we might envy this emotion.ii. conviction, 
like 11gnostia excluded from a religious cclebntion. But the 
novel fa.ils to evoke in us 2 sense of longing fo r this Ion rc:.a.lity: it 
is hard to believe America lost very much by not spending so 
much money on such Stnngelove follies. 

Tranquillity Afternat1w, if flawed, is a fascinating book, 
especially when one remembers it comes from the head of the 
writer of straightforward post-Heinlein near-future-space 
extravag2nzas like Orbital D«,ry and, more pertinently, Lunar 
Dtxml. 

As for me, it • •as only much later- after 'Pilgrim 7", in fact -
that I became interested 2ga.in in the space programme, -..,hose 
heroic days were by now receding into history. I ca.me 2cron 
rdcrencn to the old lost plans for Man (h11rder to £ind than you 
might think) and began to wonder how it might have been, after 
all, if ... So I beg211 10 gather notes for the project which became 
Voyage. 

I started wii.h the technical pwsibilities. enhanced Saturn Vs, 
nuclear rockets, 1980s Man landers, the works - and how it 
would have been to have walked on Mars in a 1980s NASA 
EVA suit. It was wonderful, as if I ,;\•as going there myself - or 
at least watching i1 on TV. 

But by now I was in my 30s and I had come to sec that 
technical lor;ic is only 11 part of the story. I had spent much of 
my adult life working for large org2nisations, comparable in 
many ways to NASA. I had come to believe that the Apollo 
project was fundamentally crazy: the Americ:uu wen! to the 
Moon for geopolitics, not for anything they hoped to find there. 
To reach outwards to Man I was going to have to £ind ways to 
cnend that craziness. 

On the other hand, my broader experience of i.he world by 
now h2d taught me tha1 the hum211 nee is pretty much crazy 
anyhow. 

In Voyage, my ast ronauts reach Mars in 1986 ... but the book 
ends on the first words spoken on the surface, rather as the logic 
of Apollo was fu lfilled when Armstrong made his one small 
step. Voyage is really about building the political will, the ships, 
and getting 1herc; it was (according to one reviewer) an 
institution.a.I drama. But then, so was Apollo; Voyage reflects my 
~lief that the Apollo project actu:.a.lly represenu the norm for 
how modem hum2ns behaYe en massc, when they try to 2chieve 
great things. (Similarly Tit.rn (1997) has the Americans, in the 
ncu future, going :.a.II the way to Snurn to put one over the 
Chinese.) 

I don't 2ccept, for example, William Barton's ~menu of 
' In Satum Time'. We are nol a ntional species, md it's no good 
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the space lobby - or anybody else - behaving as if we were. 
People who achicYc l11rge-sc:.a.le things with their fellow humans 
undcrst2nd this csscmi2I fact. That applies, for u:ample, to John 
Kennedy, IO James Webb (the political wheeler-dealer '1.•ho 
successfully stttred NASA through Apollo) md, more recently, 
to Margaret Thatcher 2nd Tony Blair. And !.hat's how i1 works 
in Voyage and Tiran. 

And though in some ways Voyage for me •·as 211 exercise in 
wish-fulfilment, I found I could no longer believe whole. 
heartedly that th rowing humans at Mars regardless would 
necessarily be a Good Thing. 

Apollo has many lessons for us. Apollo dominated other 
space programmes in the l960s - often to their detriment. The 
Lunar Orbi1er and Surveyor lander programmes were effccti\·cly 
downgraded IO serve 1IS mappers for Apollo. If the Mars op1 ion 
had bttn followed it i.s nOL impos.siblc to imagine tha1 Viking 
might have been compromised in a similar fashion, and 
unrelated prognmmcs - ruch as the unm,umcd cxplora1ion of 
the other pl2ncu - might have ~en put under even greater 
funding pressure 1h20 they were. 

On the other hand, the abandonment of Man and NASA's 
other great plans did not free up funds for other projecu; the 
funds simply did not make themselves 11vailable a1 :.a.II. If a Mars 
programme had gone 2head, it would surely have brought many 
benefits in its w11kc, such as 1hc need fo r the US to build up 
expertise in orbital assembly and long-duration missions. 

And in the end, what a shame we lost the great spccude we 
should have enjoyed had John Young w11lkcd on Mars at 
M2ngala Vallis in 1986. 

Costs 2nd bcncJiu: the adult view of the world. 
To me alt.space is no1 rc:.a.lly nost:.a.lgic, it is about our own 

growing up. And in these works, as our won -..·o rld, the post• 
Apollo Moon, with iu collc-ction of decaying artefacts, 
footprints and (:.a.lien flags, is a potent symbol. We live in str.1nge, 
unforeseen times indeed. 
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Kc, 111 J \nden,on The \.ftft,.. l11 t1bod1es 
I / l~l ', -~ • ' -l 

St:111 N1dwlls IJ.nk Sktt''- Tbt' l'.utktnmg 
/ I • /If;\ • ,, , , • I 1 

Reviewed by Graham Andrews 

Uh-huh. Novelizations of two PMT (Pu-Millcnniil Tension) 
lV series: compue and contrast. 

First, I must declare a bias. The cock-up model of human 
history m.akes much more se:nse to me than all those de-ep
laid conspiracies; sometimes a grassy knoll in Dallas is just a 
grassy knoll in OJ.llas. Not th.at I don't like reading good 
M.inc-h,m.an Cmdid.at~ type fiction. Ditto The X-Filo, which 
- despite grinding axioms like 'the truth is out there' and 
'truSl no one' - never takes itself too seriously. The characters 
have a basic functio nal reality. Plots? Well, they usually make 
sense at the time. 

These same claims can be made for Kevin J. Anderson 's 
latest X-cursion (following Ground Zero and Ruins). The plot 
involves biological policemen called nanomachines: 'very 
tiny self-replic;i1ing m;ichines sma1\ enough to work inside a 
human cell, versatile enough to know wh;it they're doing .. 
submicroscopic robots that seek out and repair damage on a 
cellular level ... '. 

But a n2no1«h pbgue-carrier is on the lOOR, who 'could 
c;i~ .a r.idica1 outrage of growths insick other ~pie, 
he;ihhy people, scrambling the genetic pattern·. An11bod1n 
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m.ay lack the scientific rigour of Greg Bear's Blood Music, but 
it's a mo re pleasantly scaring narrative. Mulder and Scull y 
aren't really needed on board; which I mean as a compliment 
to Kevin J. Anderson. 

Now for Dark Skits: The Awakening. Stan Nicholls has 
novelized four teleplays by Bryce Zabel, Brent V. Friedman , 
and J,unes D. Parriott - ~though his n.ame features neit her 
upon the from cover nor the spine, duhed b;id form, in my 
opinion. 

'History as we know it is ;a lie .. .', the front-cover blurb, 
enc:;ipsubtes the put;itive D:nlc Slt~ Unificuion Theory of 
UFOs. Eat your hean out, Einstein. RoswdJ, Project Blue 
Book, the Kennedy killings, Norway winning the Eurovision 
Song Contest, stuff like that, ditto crop circles, Nui fl ying 
saucers, even - it says here - cmle mutibt ions. I prefer 10 

c:1.ll it the kitchen si nk technique; and the resultant sludge is 
in d:rnger of backing up the whole pipe dream. 

Although co•creator/executive producer Bryce Zabel 
claims that one doesn't 'have to believe in UFOs to enjoy ;iJI 
of this', both TV series and noveloid clearly imply the exact 
opposite. ' ... Welcome to the Dark Skin resistance ... The 
fight for Humanity demands your courage'; bullshit or 001? 

You d«ide. 
The relationship 00-ween John Loeng.ard• and Kimberly 

S;iyers almost turns the word bland into ;a superlative; 
Mulder and Scully are Tristan .ind Isolde by comparison. All 
the s.ime, I can't help but fed some liking for a book with 



this chapter-ending: 'A rattle of gunshot loomed in the 
corridor outside, sealing the monkey's fate'. 

Ant1bodier could survive - perhaps even thrive' - in the 
marketplace without its arguably superfluous XFiles 
connection, but Dark Skies: The Awakening can only appeal 

Piers Anthom & Spuler Legs 
Clifford A. PickO\ er 

/U~ 8 I ' I ~ I" '' /\8 \ " I' 'It -fol l 

Reviewed by Alan Fraser 

I have reviewed Piers Anthony's books before, but I have 
never been a fan of his humour. However, this book is 
certainly nm intended to be funny; the last book I read that 
was remotely like it was Peter Benchley's jaws. Spider Legs, 
too, is about a monster that comes out of the deep to wreak 
havoc, is peopled with boldly-drawn black and white 
characters, and is full of intensely dramatic events in 
blockbuster style. It's also set on the Atlant ic coast of North 
America, this time on the island of Newfoundland. 

Piers Anthony is the first name on the cover, but the now 
Florida-based British 'New York Times best-selling' punster 
was not the original author of this book. It was first written 
by molecular biophysicist Dr. Clifford A. Pickover, now an 
fBM researcher, and author of many non-fiction books on 
the scientific use of computing, especially fractals. Dr. 
Pickover is fascinated by pycnogonids, creatures of the 
lobster family also known as sea spiders. Here he imagines 
the mutagenic solvents and pollutants that man throws into 
the sea causing them to grow to the size of elephants, and to 
come out of the sea ravenously hungry and fearless. 

A.A. Attanasio Ce11tm1es 
If I ~ \ I 1 / 11- I ~ /' • /i I' /<,fl\ ,, <1,0 !! ./ 

Reviewed by Jon Wall ace 

What are the next thousand years going to be like? As we 
head towards the year 2000, most of us are asking this 
question. This novel contains A. A. Attanasio's answer. 

Starting with the natural disaster in the year 2000 which 
leaves only a sole survivor, the novel follows that survivor 
through to the year 3000. Ellen Vancet attempts and passes a 
rigorous set of tests to become a leading worker in CIRCLE 
- the Centre of International Research for the Continuance 
of Life on Earth. Here she takes a major part in a project 
which will influence events throughout the next millennium. 

The sweep of this novel is at the same time broad and 
narrow. Broad, because of the sheer length of time, and the 
changes portrayed; and narrow because of the limited 
number of characters involved. Attanasio has pared down the 
cast to the minimum required to keep events pushing 
forward. No-one who is encountered has a minor role. 
Similarly, any act, technological or natural that we encounter 
in this book has an effect on the unfolding story. The 
breadth is mainly one of time. Each chapter is headed with a 
year, 2012 is followed by 2198, this by 2299. In this way, 
time sprints forward. The rate of change follows suit , 
although this is more subtle. Ellen Vancet becomes an 
observer for us as she watches the developing society from 
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to fans of the TV series - if such there be. I'd ca!l it the 
difference between sf and sci-fi 

• Shade, of r~volutionary h~ro Emen Everhard, in Jack London', 77,e Iron 
H«I. 

Piers Anthony has completely rewritten and expanded 
the book to get it to publication, and used his undoubted 
keep-the-pages-turning skills to make this a fast and easy read. 
It starts with a time-honoured formula: 

introduce the monster way down in the deep and 
follow it up 
introduce the nice couple going for a boating trip 
nice couple enjoy boating trip, have sex, go out 
on deck naked 
monster comes over side and enjoys munchfest 
Marie Celeste boat is found covered with 
bloodstains, etc. 
introduce group of main characters who will take 
the story on from there: police, coastguards, 
marine experts, etc. 

There's lots of excitement, while the human and love 
interest is supplied by several major characters who get 
involved with each other. Spider Legs also has plenty of 
scientific background and interesting descriptions of the 
unfamiliar location. There's even a baddie, of sorts. The 
monster in the story likes to snip pieces off people or eat 
parts of them while they're alive, as well as killing them, so 
the action scenes in Spider Legs are pretty gory. A good time
passer of a book, and I'll never eat shellfish again! 

If you want to see pictures of real pycnogonids, visit Dr. 
Pickover's Web site: http://sprott.physics.wisc.edu/pickover/home.hlm 

her primitive enclave, where she farms and fishes. Each time 
she eme~es, she sees the change. 

The thrust of the novel, then, is less technological than 
biological and sociological. H ow will we develop, not what 
will we use to propel the developments. The longevity 
treatments which allow us to follow Ellen Vancet over 1000 
years are mentioned in passing rather than described, but we 
are made aware of the impact of these treatments on society. 
The gene-altering techniques which create the superhumans 
arc an auctorial tool, rather than a central plot pivot. 

Attanasio handles this breadth of vision with breathless 
ease. His portrayal is almost off-hand, his characters are as 
bewildered or at ease with the events swinging round them as 
they should be in the circumstances. The events themselves 
are as plausible as any that can be inferred for the next 
thousand years. 

The main flaw is a marketing one. The cover proclaims 
this to be 'T he towering novel of the next Millennium'. This 
is not really the case as almost all of the major events happen 
off-stage, only their effect appearing here. Because in the end, 
this novel, like all novels, has two threads. One is the 
question that the reader cannot fail to ask: what is going to 
happen to the people here next? And the other is the 
perennial question: what is going to happen next to 
everything? There are answers here, perhaps not the answers 
that you will want, but they are here in the end. 
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Ra) Bradbur) D11,;, mx Blmd e 
! <; /' '' 1\/{\ '"' 

Reviewed by Edward James 

Perh:aps it is l sign or the depressed sute of the short story 
mlrke1 that of the twenty•n•o short stories collected 
1ogether here, only four have ever 2ppe2rc-d before (one in 
1974, 2nd the ot hers in the 1990s). One could lSSUme 1h2t 
most or the others :are stories written in the 1990s, but who 
can tell? 

Bradbury's voice is as distinctive as ever, and as 
unchanging. Some of the stories return to familiar territory 
.1.nd character..: 'The Highest Branch on the Tree' has 
Douglas Sp:aulding as 1he namnor: the same ~mi• 
au1obiographical ch:Jncter 1ha1 Bradbury used in Dandehon 
"''me (1957). With 'A Womln is a Fa.st•Moving Picnic', we 
re-enter the unconvincing. or perhaps subtly :awry, Ireland of 
Grttn Sfudou.'f, \trbllt' Whale (1992). A man-ea1ing lion seems 
10 prowl suburbil in 'Fee Fie Foe Furn', reminding one of 
'Tht' Veld1', tha1 wonderful s1ory from 1950. In short, 1here 
is nothing surtlingly nt'w here, yet neither is 1here any 
diminution of talent or imagina1ion: any reader who loves 
Bradbury ough1 to seek this out, ;md anyone new to 
Bradbury ought to be inspired by this to look for the sto ries 
that Bradbury was writing forty or fift y years ago, when he 
was one of the greatest writers in the field. 

Storm Constant me Three Her,1/ds of the Storm 
'fr '/ /.,.,. ,. ~" 'J < /\/;\ ,.., Io/ • I / , 

Reviewed by Lynne Bisph:am 

I !ere are thrtt Stories from Storm Consuntine, one 
previously unpublished, all very differen1 from one another 
and yet :all bearing their au1hor's hlllmark of fine wri1ing 
combined with an idiosyncratic im2gina1ion. H these s1ories 
have :a com mon theme, it is of the individual having to 

recognise the truth about themselves or their world. 
The story that most readers would probably ci1 e as most 

typical of Constantine's work us 'I-low Enlightenment Came 
to 1he Tower', a beautifully written fantasy, resonant or an 
:archetypJ.l fairy u le. S:aphariel, a beautifol you1h, lives 
'within a tower of white stone, in a part of the forest where 
the ligh1 was greenest and the trees dwindled to a furry, 
sigh,ng swa.rd'. He cannot rt-mem~r his life before be came 
to 1he tower, ,md h;as no knowledge of why he is imprisoned 
tht-re. One d.ty .i visitor comes to the tower and forces 
~phJ.rid 10 confront the 1ruth about his existence. Storm 
Cons1an1ine's rich, ~nsual writing makes 1his the kind of 
story that h.iunts the imagination long after i1 is read. 

'Last Come Assimilation' takes 1he reader to a very 
different time and place. Ola Ehmby's home world, the 

Ton} Daniel Eurtblmg 
l/1/i. ii, • ,,..,. _'/j, $}}'H/\f/\ 1.: ~11-1 

Revie-wed by Stephen De-as 

Welcome to the six•p.in mini•series, complete wi1h feature-
length pilo1; action monsters he w.irned. it's h . .udly r;aey, 
Gorgeous would be a better word. Set in the North West 
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This collection con1ains seven.I s1riking fantasy t:ales, 
other tales 1h.it migh1 ~ fantasy bu1 .ire perhaps jwt the real 
world viewed through Br.idbury's quirky spectacles, and just 
one story that might be defined as science fiction. Here the 
eponymow 'Mr Pale' is travelling from Earth to Mars: he is 
Death, 1rarnferring his attentions from a de.id E.i.rth to the 
new colony on Man:. If he him~lf dies on boud the 
spaceship, will those on Man: live forever? And if they do, 
will they like it? Like so much of Bradbury 's science fiction, 
this is short on science but poignant and delicate o f touch. 
The title story, 'Driving Blind', tells of a hooded man who 
drives his massive 1929 Studebaker one day down Main 
Street in a sleepy BrJ.dburyesque town. No--one knows how 
Mr Mysterious can drive his car blind; no-one knows wh:at 
d.trk secrets Mr Mys1erious is hiding under his hood, which 
he never removes even at meal•times. Or is it th,n he has no 
secrets? Does he, like Bradbury himself, jwt W211t 10 bring 
exci1ement and wild surmise into the lives of those he 
touches? In his epilogue, Bradbury notes that he himself 
cannot drive, but thll once he dreamt that he was driving in 
a studen1·s car, ,;,,•ith iu t'\l.'O stttring-wheels, and with his 
blind.folded Mu~ sitting in the driver's seat. 'MTrwt me. I 
know 1he way," she said. MC!ose your eyes. Now, qu ietly, 
rel.ch out." We arrived. And all of the 1ales in this new book 
were finished 2nd done.' If you don't mind poignancy and 
some high emotion that some might see as mere sentiment, 
jump in. 

plane! Brickman, is the site of a 'Y.lSt informiltion gathering 
agency documenting the history and human achievement of 
1he g.ilaxy'. lncoce is a huge computer into and out of which 
Wu is proc~ both day and night. Ola, ;1 nightshift 
supervisor, trymg to conuct her friend, U.!lcy, 1hrough 
lncoce, finds that Laney is involved in some sort of cLusified 
activi1y, although Laney later denies it. Determined to 
uncover the conspiracy behind her fri end's prevarication and 
lies, Ola ,memp1s an illegal n~u ral link with lncoce ... 

Confronting the truth can be an unpal:atable experience. 
'There is a sense of loss, when ignorance dies' as Cynthi:a 
Peeling, denizen of affluent suburbi;a finds out when she tries 
to solve the mystery of 1he murder of her neighbour in 'Such 
a Nict' Girl·, unpublished until now. When Emma Tizard is 
found dead, the police are baffled. None of her neighbours 
knew her wdl, but she seemed sensible, elegant and polite, 
iind entirely respectable. It is only when Cynth..i.l disco-ve.rs 
Emma's disturbing anwork and then receives a visit from 
Emma's former flatmate, thought to have. been murdered 
.ilso, 1ha1 Cynthi:a reaJises that Emma had a secre1 life ... 

Recommended for all Storm Constantine fans. 

(Av~,l~bl~ from lnupuon, -4• Whne W3y, Kidhngton, Oxon, OXS lXA) 

United States, it could almost be a tourist brochure for the 
scenery, such is the luscious feel Daniel gives it. Simmering in 
the background: psycho1ic em-friendly 1echnophobic unrest. 
P.uked in 1he foreground: .1 mining robot, imbued with 
consciousness and fused with the spirit of ,1 man. The robot 
grows up, discovers itself, discovers feelings, discover.; people, 
learns 10 dre.im, all with .i whimsical innocence. And then 



the end. Bang. Change of scope. Stunned. Not much plot, 
but i( what turns you on is touchy-feely writing, expertly 
human characters, to actually be drawn in to the wonder of 
the newborn faced with it's first experiences with the world, 
then beg, steal, borrow or buy the first ninety pages of this 
book. You will be moved. 

ff the rest was as good, this review would get nauseatingly 
sycophantic very quickly. Unfortunately it isn·t. Ever picked 
up a stone at the beach, thought it was just the most perfect 
st0ne you ever saw, then turned it over to discover a massive 
flaw lurking on the underside? Didn't it make you want to 
cry? 

Earihling is set at some unspecified time in the future; 
society has collapsed and fallen into a semi-tribal state, parts 
of it dinging to separate and different ideals and technological 
know-how of today. The plot is pretty basic: X goes from A 
to Bin four parts. Perhaps it doesn't matter - this really isn't 
a plot book. The characters remain well-drawn and vividly 
human, everything flows, there's the same dreamy sheen to 
even the most violent episodes - an approach that mostly 

Ellen Datlo" & Bl,uk Su,m, \\'/Jlte R1.l'..e11 

T crri \X mdlmg (Eds) $ 
I ti I " ,_, /1/<\ \ >"} , 

Reviewed by Cherith Baldry 

The editors of this collection of modern fairy tales discuss 
how, until the Victorian period, fairy tales were told or 
written for adult audiences, not children. The Victorians, to 
fit in with their ideas of what was sustainable for a child 
audience, simplified and prettified the original material, 
robbing it of much of its strength . 

To some extent, the writers of this book - and the earlier 
books in the same series - reclaim the territory of the old 
fairy tales. They do what the earlier storytellers did, and 
make use of the communal body of material to convey their 
own vision. These reworkings of original stories draw on the 
full range of human experience. Whether they are set in the 
traditional land of faerie or in the modern world, whether 
they stay close to the familiar story or simply borrow 
elements from it, their power rises from what 1hey 1ell us 
about ourselves. 

Don't think that in using familiar and traditional material 
the writers are just rehashing old themes, or that a reader 
won't find anything new. Because we know the story, 
because we think we know what to expect, the sense of 
surprise is even greater. It can be achieved by something as 
simple as a change of scene or viewpoint, but what is simple 

Jercnn D\Son Bugbt D,11k11css 
( ' I /\fl\ + 1 

J;imcs ( 1 :ug I lolte /)1 ,H 11/1.1 Ill the D,11 k 
( ~ I I ~ ., 1/\/;\ I /l 

Reviewed by Daniel O'Mahoney 

Dracula exemplifies vampirism and vampirism exemplifies 
the Other. James Craig Holte, who reveals Dracula in the 
Dark to those of us who can afford him, has previously 
written 77N Ethnic /: A Sourcebook for Ethnic-American 
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works, by the way - yet, somehow, the whole is less than the 
sum of its parts. What's missing is the big picture. A nice 
ride, but hardly gripping; no idea where or why we're going. 
I'm almost at the end before I have an answer, and then, 
dammit, I'm on the edge of my seat again and it's all over too 
soon. The background has this problem too; I felt as though 
as I was seeing it with the wrong pair of glasses on, :i. glimpse 
every now and then, and every time I wanted to see more. 
But there's no linkage, every new scene is time to start again 
from scratch. I exaggerate, but not a lot. And then there's the 
epilogue: personally I wish I hadn't read it. Some people will 
love it; I'm not sure there's an in-between. Imagine me 
finishing here with a paragraph on the relative merits of 
domestic appliances as icons for divine worship. Bah! 

Still, it's a pleasant journey from start to almost-finish. 
Some people will get bored, others will get lost in the sheer 
quality of the writing and won't care. If he can repeat this 
and find a cracking story to go with it, I will personally 
nominate Mr Daniel for apotheosis. 

does not have to be simplistic. 
The collection includes stories by outstanding fantasy 

writers like John Crowley, Nancy Kress and Jane Yolen, all 
of whom have contributed excellent stories. Karen Joy 
Fowler's 'The Black Fairy's Curse' is a reworking of the 
Sleeping Beauty story which I found particularly compelling. 
However, the two stories I personally enjoyed most are both 
by writers who were unknown to me until now: Bruce 
Glassco, who contributes a moving version of the story of 
Thomas the Rhymer with a science fictional basis; and 
Susanna Clarke, whose retelling of the story Tom Tit Tot 
(aka Rumpelstiltskin) is stylish, convincing and very funny 
indeed. If nothing else, I'm grateful to the editors for 
introducing me to their work. And I can't bear not tO 

mention 'Rapunzel' by Anne Bishop and 'The Dog Rose' by 
Sten Westgard, both stories impressively sensitive, and true. 

I didn't enjoy every stary in the collection; for example, I 
thought that Michael Blumlein's 'Snow in Dirt' tries too 
hard to fix the Sleeping Beauty in a modern setting, and I felt 
much the same straining of the source material in 'Sparks' by 
Gregory Frost, a retelling of 'The Tinder Box'. But these are 
not inconsiderable stories, and I can imagine that ano1her 
reader might disagree with me completely. 

As I wrote in my review of the previous collect ion in this 
series, those who have read the earlier books don't need this 
review. They have probably bought this book alm.dy. If you 
haven't, then this would be a good place to start. 

Autobiography, so we might reasonably expect ethnicity to 
stand at the heart of his latest book. It doesn't. Bram Stoker's 
Irishness means nothing to him, but then neither does 
Sheridan le Fa.nu's (a far more shocking omission). Dram/a in 
the Dark seems an academic book but it's oddly bereft of 
analysis. 

Perhaps that's wise. Dracula's Otherness is a paradigmatic 
quality ('shape-shifting' according to Holte) of the kind 
which brings out the silliness in even the most level-headed 
academic. Crucially in a book whose most profound point is 
that everyone from Bram Stoker onwards has appropriated the 
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Count, Holte doesn'1 1ry 10 do this. He secs Drao,la as a 
mor.ility pby, but, aside from a marked enthusiasm fo r 
Hammer's la""..unl/monster confrontations this doesn't 
impinge on the text. What we're left with is a fairly 
straightforward trawl through screen Draculas. Hohe's 
opinions are inoffensive and he offers no new interpretations. 
The text is fluen1, remarkably brief, often repetitive and 
ultim;1,1ely cut down by lack of ambition. There's no 
pretension to Draw/a in the Dark, which is its main fault as 
some grandeur on Holte's pan would have lent his subject 
more bite. 

Brigh1 D,irkness seems, on first inspection, to be far more 
inconclusive, but actually has a narrower focus. Holte 
illustrates a theme but Jeremy Dyson is trying to engender a 
genre - one that begins with Universal's horror, weaves 
round Val Lewton and dies a glorious death with The 
HtJuntmg. It's less academic 1hat Hohe's tome. Though the 
introduction threatens us with the potentially p.i.radigmatic 
concept of diifurchl ('reverence for that which we cannot 
understand') i1 appurs so infrequently in 1he body text th.it 
it's impossible to feel cheated by Dyson's failure 10 unpack 
its possible meanings. 

Instead the text is defined by a selection of Dyson·s 
personal shibboleths which amount to the Supernatural 
Horror Film. Silent films are out. So is anything not made in 
America or Britain (films whose potent ehrf,1rch1 is married 
to an altogether more alien landscape - e.g. P,cmc at Hanging 
Rock - get shon shrift). Most telling is Dyson's exclusive 
interest in black•and-white film. Out of these. elements he 
forges a (sub)genre 'in terminal decline'. This makes Bright 
~rknm sound ructionary but Dyson is careful to side-step 
1he accusa1ion. Like. Holte he admits to a certain fannishne.ss 
but he's not afrJ.id to wear it on his sleeve. The. effect is a 
much more. intimate book than Dr.1cHla m UN illrk. The 
b-ackground detail is dense. and the. analysis of individual films 
often extensive. 

Thematically it's less secure, though Dyson almost comes 
up with an underlying theme to pin his theses together. 
Orson Welles is wheeled on occasionally as a kind of 
technical advisor. A whole book could be dedicated to 
Welles's tangential influence on fantastic film-making. Sadly 
this isn't it. 

Greg Egan Dz.Hpor,1 
I' f ,1,, - , 

Reviewed by Gary Daikin 

Diaspora: a Greek word meining dispersion, historically the 
community formed following the deportation of pan of the 
population of Judah by the Babylonians, 597•586 BC. 

Diaspora: the new novel from Greg Egan, his first since 
Distms, the finest sf novel of 1995. 

Diaspora: 1he dispersion of Caner-Zimmerman polis 
across the near galaxy (and beyond), :m anempt to find an 
explanation for the collapse of Lacena G·l, a pair of neutron 
stars which, in forming a black hole, devastate the £an.h's 
ozone layer with a massive burst of gamma radiation, 2996. 

In Konishi polis, a vinual civilisation within a computer 
buried deep beneath Siberia, an unpJrented Citizen is grown 
from a mind se.ecl. The Citizen attains consciousness, 
becomes self-aware and adopts 1he name Yatima. Embodied 
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in abandoned gleisner robots, Ya1ima and her friend lnoshiro 
visit the Fleshers in Atlanta. Fleshers are our desce.ndants, 
most of whom are Exube.rants, who have implemented 
various genetic adaptat ions, or Statics, who h.ave not. When 
Karpal, a gleisner astronomer working on the. moon, 
discovers that Lacena G.J is about to collapse, Yatima and 
lnoshiro try 10 warn Orlando and Liana, their Flesher 
friends. The small Flesher communities do no1 mm the 
Citizens, and consider the warning 10 be a ploy to entrap the 
last remaining organic humans into digitising their minds and 
entering the loathed polis's. After the gamma storm Yatima 
helps rescue the last dying Fleshers. While other polis sink 
deeper into solipsism, C:.i.ne.r•Zimmereman determines 10 

solve the cosmological riddle and so prevent any such disaster 
ever happening :again. A thousand clones of the polis are 
made and dispersed to the nearest stars, each Citizen 
separated even from themselves. What they find is a threat to 
all life in the galaxy, and ;1, very une.xp«ted evacuation plan. 

The adventures which follow include strange aliens, six 
dimensional .stars, multiple universes and aeons of time. 

In some ways Dwpora is a summation of Greg Egan's 
m:1.jor themes to da1e.. The vinual setting in which software• 
Citizens reconfigure lhemselves as needs and rel:1.tionships 
change. has much in co mmon with the. computer world of 
Permutation Ciry, while speculative quantum physics, which 
plays a significant pan in the development of the story, was 
also, in a different guise, at the hean of Distrm. Dwspora, 
however, is even more of an idea•domin.i.ted book than its 
predecessors. The characterisation is less developed than in 
Dmress, but this m:ay well be appropri:ate, given that almost 
all of the. characters are actually software. The plot, 
inevitably given its scale, is episodic. At times the novel 
comes close to resembling a collection of linked s1ories, or 
even a 'fix•up', and indeed Egan has incorporated the highly 
acclaimed 'Wang's Carpets' (first published in New legmds, 
the anthology edited by Greg Bear} into the narrative. All 
this does not diminish Dwspora, for although this time Egan 
fails to achieve the brilliant synthesis of plot, theme and 
character at personal and metaphysical levels which made 
D,strtn such a complete work, here is such a superabundance 
of imaginative ideas, fused with such a vast perspective. 1ha1 
the novel assumes an e.leg...ic 5£ap/edon,an grandeur. 

At the very hean of this novel, as so ohen with Egan, lies 
the question of identity. When all can be rN:oded, what is 
there. that re.mains? Essentially Dwpora tells a simple story 
against a very complex universe. Epn writes with 
tremendous confidence presenting enormously difficult 
concepts in physics, mathematics, geometry and cosmology 
with such ease that we realise that his future truly is a 
beautiful and terrifying land. 

Diaspora: a Greek word meaning the fi nest sf novel of 
1997. 

D:I\ id Gemmell fa hoes oft/Jc Grl'lll Song 
1 11 1,rn s ·11 

Reviewed by Janet Barron 

The alternate. world of David Gemmell's latest offering is a 
post<ataclysm setting of ice and bleak seas. The cities are 
buried, and with them :are hidden most of the crystal power 
sources that allowed the magic•wielding Avatars to rule the. 
lesser folk of their world. 



Ta1aban, like many of Gemmdl's characters, is a man 
with a dilemma. The crystal chests give the avatars god-like 
health and longevity, and fuel their weapons and all the 
trappings of their power. As an av.tar, T alaban nttds to 
search out the chests from the deeps and use them to sustain 
an ever more brittle hold over the Vagar majority and the 
tribn. As a man, he is unable to hold 1he view of the 
traditionalist Av:1tars that the other races are sub-human, and 
so is regarded with suspicion among his peers. 

Anu is a prophet and mathematician who predicted the 
tidal wave that ended civilisation. He has plans for a labour 
of immense effon which will change this twilight world 
forever, and not in the way he has assened. 

Viruk, the warrior, is a madman, and his actions slice 
through this book like a knife through butter. No mixed 
mo1ives for him; feral and self-absorbed, he knows what he 
wants and gets it. But though his motives may be self
interested, t.he results of his actions can be good. When he 
cures a young Vagar woman, Sofariu, he unwittingly 
unleashes a 1ransform:nion which gives her legendary 

N.E. Genge U1/lc1111mm, Tbc Unojj10,1I 
Comp,mw11 \ olum,· Om· 

r I ii ' "/1/J\ ~, ,, ~ , 

\ldll'llnmm, Tbc U11njju1,tl 
Comp,mwn \ olumc T-...o 

'' ' 
Reviewed by Graham Andrews 

Books about 'classic" TV series have long been put of the 
non-fiction furniture. Examples abound: St4r Trrk, of coum:, 
in all its forms; 11x Samt; Danger Aft:1n who turned into 11x 
Pruonll:, 11x Mt:1nlC1rl from U.N.CLE.; ditto the &cidedly 
un-classic SfMct 1999, although temporal distance now lends 
it some period charm (a Statute of Limitations on TV Tat?) 

Now we have N.E. Genge's almost indecendy hasteful 
'unofficial companion' volumes to Millennium. I'd rather not 
think about the series itself, which probably even Leonard 
Cohen and Barry N. Malzberg found too depressing by half. 
These so-called "coven casebooks' defy reviewing in any real 
sense of the word, the basic structure i.s an episode-by-episode 
guide, with twiddly bits. For affllple: 

CASE Flil: MJ/mm11m: 'The Pilot' 

Ph, lits Gotlu:b f/e(h ,md Gold 

' ' 
Robert Reed B< 11( ,ab the G,a1 d Sh 

/(IA/ 1 • , , /1/\ / I I 

Reviewed by Andy Mills 

In Flesh t:1nd Gold Phyllis Gotlieb prescnls a future universe 
which is at thr s:ame time depressing and uplifting. Skerow, an 
in1er-world circuit judge, finds her life turned upside down 
when a fellow judge is murdered; shr also discovers a mermaid 
being exhibited in thr front window of a brothel. She is 
determined to find out the tn.uh behind the former event and 
help the laurr creature. The reader is then sucked into :1 

maelstrom of a tale in which the seedy side of intergalactic liJe 
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powers. Viruk leaps from the pages in ways that 1he more 
wonhy characters do not. Sofarita, for instance, becomes 
notice.ibly genenc as her transformation progresses. 

Into low-key Machiavellian manoeuvring, comes a 
powerful threat from outside; 01her related worlds have 
found their own v.•ays to avoid the cataclysm and one of 
them has broken the boundaries 1he separate the two. No 
shades of grey :1.mong these foes. The Aimee leader, the 
Crystal Queen, has long ago lost any vestiges of hum:1.nity to 
the need to sustain herself on human blood. 

The pace picks up with a vengeance, and what follows is 
an advemure in typica.l fantasy Slyle to save the world. The 
book is crammed with additional characters such as the 
tnditionalist Questor Ro, the tribesman Touchstone, and 1he 
King Anwar, all delineated with skill, but not infused with 
life. Though not a rcgu1ar Gemmell reader, I suspect ,his is 
not one of his more memonble works. Those who are 
already Gemmell fans should se.ck it out for the delightfully 
amoral Viruk 

CASE SYNOPSIS: Moving back to Sc;i.n le isn't the idyll 
Frank (Black) had hope for ... etc. 
KE>' CITATION: Lt ROBERT BLETHER This 
Millennium Group ... They really believe all tha1 siuff? 
Nostr:ulamus and Reve\;uions? The d~truc1ion of 1he 
..,orld? 
VITAL STATISTJCS, Original US Airduc {ZS/10/96): 
Producuon number; Regubr/ Rccum.ng Cai.1; Guest Casi: 
(,md 1/N twr-pop11Lu', Oe;i.1h Toll: I female victim. 
ckcip11a1td/l nu.le victim, burned alive. 
CASE HIS70RY: NOSTRADAMUS: PROPHETIC 
POET? (Lou of mill abou1 1he Millnmium Effen, the 
Slack Dc;i.1h. Good King Silly. and guess ,·ho}. 
Aho: BLOOPER! Thr sound err.., got .i linlr 100 

cn1husiamc on lhis cpisodr ... Did JOM know? Before ii 
was dct::ida.l 1h:.11 Afillr,1mMm w:u c.itcbicr. the show's 
working 1itle was 1000:. TESTIMONY TRIVIA I (+ 
aruwrrs); NOTE BOOK; INCIDENTALS. 

So help me, the whole bally book is like that. Books, 
rather - but only by vice of large print, wide margins, and 
oversized pho1os. Why couldn 't those good people at 
Century have compressed both volumes in10 200-odd pages 
and sold it fora 1enner? As if I didn't know. 

is ponrayed to the full: murder, slavery. pronitution, 
gambling, smuggl ing, corruption. Aliens, it seems, have much 
the s:ame capacity for evil as human beings. Ranged against 
these criminal forces are a handful of good people, each of 
whom has little power but enough determination to plough 
on. And in the end the little people do win. 

The reader has to concen1r:ate throughout this book as 
Gotlieb introduces a vast arny of chuacters, most o f whom 
have only a minor role. But patience is rew.irded as the s1ory 
unfolds and it becomes dear how what appear to be sq,ame 
Strands are in fact interconnected. 

The entry for Rohen Reed in the latest edition of 1hr 
£ncydopediao/Sc1mc,:Fiction notes: 

RR"s councto d:nr has been unus\W m that hr has avoided 
~ucls m hu first 5 novels. .. TO<by's sf rr.dcn 1end 10 
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o:pttt a kind of bn.nd identity from authon, and 1t m.ay be 
fo r 1his re»on that RR h;u; na1 yn ach.icvedany con.siden.blc 
£..me. 

One cannot help but think that Reed must have given some 
thought to John Clute's words, for Beneath tM Gated Sky is of 
course a sequel (10 Beyond the Veil of Stars) . Indeed, by itS 
somewhat inconclusive ending it appears as if it is the second 
\--Olume of a trilogy, though nowhere in tht' publisher's blurb is 
this mentioned. However, one does not have to have read the 
previous volume to enjoy this book as Ren! fills in a11 the 
necessary background information. It is evident, though, that 
some minor playt"rs in this novel had lal'Eerpans to play earlier 
and their prcsenct' hert" is neverclt"arly delineated. 

John Grant & !bt• E,u 1dopcdz,l of f.ml,lSl & 
Rl,n Tiner \unnc futz mt ltt I Hhmq11t·• 

Reviewed by Steve Jeffery 

This latest addition to the series of science fic1ion :md fantasy 
cncydo~ias is of rather more modest dimensions than its 
textual predecessors. As a 'comprcht nsivc A•to-Z di.rectory of 
techniques' (we might quibble th:u it is, more accurately, A· 
10-L , plus S and 1') i1 is nearer to Bruce Robenson's 
T«hniq11n of Fantary Art (1988) o r Martyn De.1n's TM G11ult 
to Fantary Art T«hmq11n (1985), although its more up-to-cbte 
recent Status is evidenced by a section o n 'Computer 
Enhanccmt'nl' . 

The choice of ent ries is a1so somewhat idiosyncratic, with 
the rather odd result that 'Perspective' is subsumed under 
'False Persp«1ivc' ; thcu is 'Sword and Sorcery' but no 
'Sp.tee' undtr Concep1ualizing .llld Rt'ndtring in tht' A•to-Z 
of techniques, while 'Space Opera', 'H igh Fantasy' :and 
'Alien Landscapes' appeu under tht' separalc section on 
Themes. With the cavt"at that thest selections arc mort' 
'illustrative' 1han definitive, and the urge is 10 take thest" 
eumples as a basis for expt'rimeni rather 1han as a gospel of 
'I low to become a fan1asy :art ist ', how does the book fare? 

Pre11y well in fact . The sect.ions on Tools and Materials 
.ire useful, although largely to be found in any gcncra1 guide 
10 illustra1ion, .1.rtwork .llld painting, with the effects of 
medi:a aad substrates. A short introduction pl.Ices fantasy :art 
out of its currt'nt 'dwarves and dragons' image (for which 
games.related outfits like TSR must bear a lafEe 
responsibility) into a historical setting that goes back to the 
illustrations of Dore, Tenniel , Peake and Rackham, and 
indeed, with a st rong cue aJI the way back to Hit'ronymous 
Bosch. (I must look out fo r 'Mad' John Martin, whose epic 
fanustic l.1ndsapes at the beginning of the ctntury are said to 
be precurwrs to those of Pt'nnington, Burns and Taylor). 

Nanc) Kress M,ntmum L1xbt 
/(!}<. fJ / I 'J'?" (.'.' 1\ /\/,\ > 1, I , \ 

Reviewed by J ohn Newsinger 

Nancy Krm, .iuthor of &gg;;m m Sp.im, is :m author from 
, •horn one expttts well-crafted, thoughtful, stimulating 
entertainment. Max1m11m Light fulfils this expecution. 
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The story is that of Porscht", a member of a vast extended 
family a iled the Few, who have tht' ability :and knowledgt" to 
cross bet ween worlds through portals. Tht" passage is 
instantaneous and remarkable: the traveller becomes one of the 
indigenous population, evt"n owning the requisite instincts and 
skills, such as language ability, to enable 1hem to survive. 
Porsche started lift' as one of 1he hum.tnoid jarrtee; now she is 
human, but has to return to her old world when o ne of the 
Few betrays the family secrtt. N in Gotlieb's novel, Reed 
sboW$ us evil in men - a1ien and human :a.like - who use and 
dispose of others fo r tht'ir own purposes; likew~, good 
prevails. Beyond the Gated Sky is an interesting book 
{particularly for Reed's audacious ideas) but perhaps the 
sequence is best judged in its en1ire1y. 

'Conceptw.liz.ation is the name of the game'. It is, 
unfortunately, also the hardest 10 te:ach, and begs the ume 
now cliched question presented IO writers of fantastic fiction: 
'where do you get your ideas?' (and the delightful addendum 
once asked of Alan Garner, 'or do you think them up 
yourself? '). Imagination is practically unieachable - no 
writers :ask that ques1ion, and few an reall y answer. Artists 
and illwtrators might be in the happier situation that they 
c.in take inspira1ion from a text , looking for a s1riking image, 
or even working to an art director's brief. Imagination might 
be woken, and perhaps directed .llld trained, together with 
technique and experimemation, and it is from here that the 
Encyclopedia takes oa its main two sections on 
Conceptualization and Renderi ng and an illustrative gallery 
of Themes by some of the most respec1ed fantasy artists 
working tod.iy. This ga1lery section, fea1uring works by artist 
likt' Jim Burns, Geoff Taylor, Les Edwards, D.m.ny Flynn 
.1.nd David Hardy, is a smaJI gem of its own, and contains a 
number of beautiful, striking .llld technica.lly accomplished 
works. 

But the bit I suspect most budding artists will keep 
returning to, for ideas and inspiration, is 1he A-to·Z of 
rendering and techniques, where the accompanying 
workbook sketches and progress roughs art' less likely to 
make you W.lllt to give up in despair than being faced with a 
stunning finished :an-work by Jim Burns. Armed with all this, 
the short finaJ section on Getting Published has some usefo1 
advi~e (~g-ain, like that to budding writers: check out any 
public.m a n before you submit to it, and the kind of work 
the editor or publisher uses). And while it's nice to find 
advice on submitting to fanzines and small press magazines as 
a first S!ep, it has to be said that few sf fanzines (in the UK at 
least) featurt' vt"ry much overtly science fiction illustration 
now:adays. .llld most have limited resources to reproduce 
much more than black and white illustraiions. 

The three Ct'ntral characters - Shana Walder:s, a 1ough 
young working class woman, Cameron Atuli, a gay ballt't 
dancer, and Nick Clementi, an elderly scit"atist who is 
terminally ill - live in a grim future where humankind is 
dying out. Pollution has had a amtrophic effect on hum.lll 
fenili1y, and the birthrate has fallen to .i level th.n threatens 
the survival of the species. The government, which is 
complc1ely in the hands of big business, has covered 1h is up, 



suppressing the connection between pollution and declining 
fenility in order to protect the economy. The novel tells of 
the pan that Shana, Cameron and Nick play in ovenurning 
this cover-up. 

Maximum L1ghz is a detective story in which the two 
young prougonisu uch seek to unravel a penoaal mystery , 
in the procc:ss enabling Nick Clc:mc:nti hopefully to deflect 
humankind from species suicide:. Shana has stumbled across 
some chimp babies with human faces and finds that reponing 
this costs hc:r the chance of joining the army. She determines 
to prove the existen~ of 1he chimp children. Her story 
in1ersttts wi1h tat of Cameron, who had his memory wiped 
to delete: some horrific experience and still can't help 
wondering what it was that requi red such drastic action. 
While out 'gay bashing', Shana comes 2cross C2meron and 
discovers that the chimp children she saw had his face! 

In a world without children there is a lucrative market for 
pets with at least some human characteristics: a chimp with 
human hands and face can be dressed as a human child and 
provide emotional comfon for women condemned to 
childlessness. Despite the fact that vivifacture is illegal, there 
is a thriving black market controlled by ruthless crim inals 
and effectively condoned by the governmenl. To 
m,mufacture the chimp children, young people are being 

Paul J. l\h. :\.ule~ ( b,/d of the R1':.. er 
' /\f-,\ - •• 

lw. .. mble Com1tn 
I ,, - ,, 

Reviewed by K. V. Bailey 

A collection of shon stories, such as Tbe lnviJ1ble Omntry, 
appearing at a strategic point in the evolution of an 2U1hor's 
distinctive modes of fiction, can give readers, in addition to 
what pleasure the stories themselves afford, insight into how 
innovative ideas and images are growing and branching. 
There is a difference between a st0ry that is expanded, by 
padding or inflation, into a novel, and a story which is in 
effect a kind of laboratory where the elements of a gestating 
novel are interactive. That lauer process is apparent in the 
relationship of many of these stories to Fairyland (1995). 
McAuley himself, in one of his illuminating 'Aherwords' 
says of the story 'Slaves' (1995) that it 'stands as a bridge 
between Fairyland 2nd an earlier novel' .. There, and also in 
'Prison Dreams' (199.3) and in the 1993 stories, 'Dr Luther's 
Assistant' and 'Children of the Revolution' we are well into 
the territory of the blue-skinned dolls and fairies. The 
brilliant 'Children of the Revolution' makes the same strong 
intellectual/emotional impact as does Fa,ryland - perhaps 
c:ven stronger for its concision. 

Not all the stories are Fa1,yl.rnd-oriented; though the 
creation/modification of hum2noid life is a common motif. 
One story, however, bas a unique 'gestatory' role: this is 
'Recording Angel' (1995). Its miH en scene is a city on the 
Great River .. This flows through Confluence, an 2n ificial, 
flattish world which librates venically rather than rotating, 
while ci rcling a halo star. As seen from it, the home galaxy 
rises and sets, and the planet looks towards what had been 
the Lesser Magellanic Cloud, now collapsed into a hideaway 
black hole by remote galactic creators 2nd manipulators. 

The above description could also be applied to the world 
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kidnapped, used in medical experiments and, when finished 
with, murdered. Despite this, as far as the government is 
concerned the illegal rc:sc:arch carried out by these criminal 
syndicates offers the best hope of solving the fenility crisis, 
shon of recognising the real cause. 

Cameron was one of many victims (he escaped with his 
life but not his testicles) and Shana nearly becomes another. 
She is held prisoner in a lab where: there are rows of clear 
boxes containing 'whole female pelvises, from the waist to 
the tops of the thighs ... the bellies bulge - some a little, some 
a lot. The floating pelvises are all pregnant.' She is to be 
dismembered and used as a womb. 

Kress takes us into a world of ecological disaster, human 
despair and government conspiracy. Her three protagonists, 
all very different people, are ext remely well-drawn, 
convincing individuals that engaged this reader's sympathy. 
She writes with genuine concern fo r what is being done 10 

our world and the possible consequences. One criticism, 
however: from being apparent ly all-powerful, the 
government collapses far too easily in the face of Clementi 
and Co's activities. The BSE experience in Britain has surely 
shown how easily pofoicians can escape responsibility for 
just about anything. If only the world worked the way she 
sho,-s it ... 

of the 1997 novel Child of the R,wr, subtitled 7'1N Fmt Book 
of the Omftuen~. In both story and novel the artificial planet 
has a population of bi~nginccred humanoid cladc:s, 
displaying many varieties of animaJ origin in their make.up. 
The planet's :i.ffairs are partly ordered by i.nsect-siud aerial 
machines. Into the 11,000 word confines of 'Recording 
Angel' arc: packed civil wars, supc"r-being incursions, 
revoltions 2.0d an apocalypse, with an injection of seriously 
contemplated ideas from Frank Tipler·s ~ PhyfiN of 
lmmon.ahry. H owever intriguing the seven! protagonists' 
involvement, the plot tends to be lost amidst the chaos of 
such condensation . Childo/Ihe Rivtr, at novel, and obviously 
eventually at series length, is equipped for saning things out. 
Its approach is the traditional and effective one of a main 
character viewpoint, enhanced here by that character's being 
a Qoseph) Campbell ian hero. He, Yama, the eponymous 
Child, has a baby Mo~•style entry into the world, is 
fostered by a 'royal' household, leaves it to search for the 
origin of his 'bloodline', engages militantly to save: the 
world/univenc, encounters 'ogres', ,md is given 
'supernatural' aid. All this is counterpointed against the 
complex cosmology and metaphysics of an extravagantly 
imagined but compellingly presented Techno-go1hic yet 
Hindu-like: environment. Towards the end of the novel 
Yama, in the Black Temple of Ys, receives some knowledge 
of the nature and purpose of his and his world's aeonian 
Preservers 2nd Builders: a spectral avatar urges him that his 
fight against the 'heretics', in aiming to perpetw.te stasis, is 
fought on the wrong side (advice be rejects). Finally he and 
the fascinating beast-woman, Tamara, enter the Palace of the 
Memory of the People. What might he learn about his 'blood 
line' there, and how subsequently may his crusade be 
affected? The notorious 'second volume problem' poses its 
challenge, but plenty of impetus has been generated, and one 
remains curious about these: strangely imagined far-future 
cosmographies 2nd escha1ologies. 
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Mu.:h;iel Moon :01.: k & Ehu [ /,e R ctum to 
Philippe Dru11let \ fr / 111b011t• 

f > - \ ~ \ I - , 

J .R R. Tolkien Rc,tlms of Tolk1n1 
II ,, I , ' 

Reviewed by Steve Jeffery 

Two rather different fantasy art books, in style, format and 
intent. 

£Irie has the oddest format, as a thin, almost poster size 
graphic s1ory featuring the work of French graphic artist 
Phillipe Druillet, co.founder, with Jean Girard (Moebius), of 
Metal J-Jurlam. The story itself has :m even odder history, 
appearing originally in the late sixties, in £Irie le 
Necrom.:mcien, and rc-printai in Britain in a revised portfolio 
as £/rte: Tbe Ret11m to Melmbone before running into 
copyright problems on its small print run. The story, as a 
lost fragment of the Elric saga, dropprd out of existence until 
this aiition by Moorcock small press specialists J:ayde ~ign. 

The text, i1 has 10 be said, is more of a fragment or 
prologue than a real s1ory. Elric returns to Melnibone, and 
discovers his cousin, Yrkoon, has turned the palace into a 
decadent court during his appointment as Regent. Elric seeks 
out Cymoril, his betrothed. They make love in the bridal 
bedchamber, watchai over by the Elric's patron Arioch, 
Duke of Hell, which union, and its consequences, are hinta'.I 
:II, but left hanging and unresolved. 

As an illustrator, Druillet is a details man, r.nher than a 
n,nural figure drawer. His figures are stiff and :awkwardly 
posed. wi1h hands and faces a problem, ~en within the 

Mcbnie R;in n The ,\l,1xehor11 Tr,utor 
' I / , v ~ ~ , / , , / \ /, \ ,, , 

Reviewed by Lesley Hatch 

ff you were to :isk me what I considered a good example of 
epic fantasy, I would have to say that this, the second volume 
in Mel:1nie R.awn's Exiles series, is exactly that. 

The series is set in :1 non•technological civilisa1ion which 
is rebuilding itself following the purge and Rising which were 
described in 7"ht R111m of Ambr,u. ·1m Ma~boni T()'tRr picks 
up exactly where that first volume left off, with sisters Ca.ilet 
Rille and Sarra Liwell:an - Mage D.p1al and First Councillor 
rcsp«tively - discussing the dilemmas th-1.t face them both. 
For 5.arr:a, newly pregnant, there's the rebuilding work that 
needs 10 be done before she can move to Ryka Court and the 
re\'ision of the laws of the land to 1ry and make the life of the 
male populace who, by tradition, have no rights under the 
law, less dependent on the female 0£ the species. For C:ailet, 
there's the disquiet she feels at being Mage Captal, 
responsible for the training of Mage Guardians to combat the 
might of the Malerrissi, the leader of whom is Glenin Feir-1.n 
who h:1ppens to be sis1er to Sarra and Cailet. 

These three are not the only main protagonists: there's 
Collan Rosvenir, Sarra's husb:1nd and a minstrel by trade, 
and Falundir, the one-time minstrel who taught Colian his 
craft. 

On the surface. the conflict betll.·een Glenin and Cailet is 
depicted in black and white, but there are shades of grey 
interspersed throughout. Caile1, for insunce, though chosen 
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stylised representations of comic art. You feel he would 
much rather get on to 1he ornate fiddly bits. extravagant 
baroque scenery, costumes a.nd swirling tattoos, and there 
are, indeed, some stunning full page designs here in the black 
a.nd white illustrations. But unfortunately it doesn't quite 
carry the story. with the emphasis on background deu,il 
rather than foreground action working against 1he 
fragmentary nature of the text, and a.dding up 10 more of a. 
Druillet portfolio than a graphic nory. 

Realms of Tolkien: Imagoes of Middle Earth is pretty much 
what it says, a glossy coffee 1able book of colour illustrations 
and paintings by twenty artists, including Ted Nasmith, Alan 
Lee, John Howe, Michael Kaluta, Stephen Hickman and 
others. Most of the illustrations, unsurprisingly, are taken 
from Tht Hobb,1 and Lord of thoe Rmgs, and represent a wider 
range of styles and approaches than might be suggested by a 
•fantasy an· book. 

Panicularly intriguing :ace some of the European anists, 
such as Lode Claes, Capucine Mu.ille, and 1he almost 
medieval paintings of Dutch artist Cor Blok, several of which 
were purchased by Tolkien himself. Tolkien Calendar 
collectors, though, will recognise the more contemporary 
fantasy styles of N:ismith, Howe and Kaluta, especially 
Howe's glowing golden 'Smaug·, while Alan Lee brings a fine 
art approach to the landscape of Rivendell and 1he Black 
Gates of Mordor and the dark, nightmarish 'Black Riders' . 
Each colour plate is accompaniai by a passage from Tolkien's 
works, and the whole rounded off with a brief biography of 
e:;ich of the twenty artists. A nice :addition for either Tolkien 
or fantasy art collectors. 

as the D.p1a.I by her dying predecessor. does not posscu the 
full powers thJ.t go with the posi1ion and so there are certain 
magical things she is unable to do. She is also sharing her 
consciousness with four other en1ities, including the previous 
Captal and the fo rmer First Sword of the Mage Guardians 
who are mages in their own right . Then you h:iv~ Lli~ 
suspense engendered when Glenin sends her son to Cailet 's 
Mage Hall, incognito: his arrival coincides with the arrival of 
another young man (a Prentice Mage Slved from an 
unsuitable marri;ige by Colian) and D.ilet finds it impossible 
to decide which one is Glenin's offspring. 

The novel has all the ingredients th;it make an exciting 
and suspenseful story. Melanie R:awn keeps up the tension 
from start to finish, and I can't fault the way in which the 
action is playai out on :a broad, colourful canvas full of 
people who, e-1.ch in their own way, have something to 
contribute. 

Kim St;inlq Robin son Ant,trc/lca 
I 1 "/I /1 1/\f?\ _. ''l!\1 

l ,t'lxngc 
',, • < "/\H\ ,,,v 1 1 1 

Reviewed by L. J. Hu.st 

Kim Stanley Robinson has returnai from Ma.rs to Earth, and 
his timesca.Ie ha.s ra'.luced: Antarmca is set in the near future, 
when the Antarctic territories will come up for grabs a.s the 
Treaty that keq,s them relatively inviola1e runs out. Voyager 



have re.published lcdxngt, his second novd, in a similar 
(attractive) jacket, probably thinking that sales of onr will 
increase sales of the other. Oddly, though, for all the 
similarities of their titles, there is a world of difference 
bnween the two. The jacket blurb calls Antan."t1ca a 
'gripping, provocative eco-thriller', and if that is a true 
description I would say th.at i1 simultaneously damns the 
book. /a!Nn~ is a much more: provOColtive work th.a.t I had 
not appreciated before now. 

Down on the various scientific sutions of the Antarctic X 
is at work as a general labourer. X, who gets his nickname 
from the XL-size overalls he wean. is no scientist, but he 
reads ;myway. Out on the glacien leading vacationers on 
treks that re-create Scott's, Amundsen's and Shackleton's 
expeditions (even though those who experienced them first 
called them the worst journey in the world) is Val, a former 
lover of X. And Val, in turn, becomes a guide to Wade 
Nanon, who is sent to the Pole to discover what is going on. 
For bases are being sabotaged, snow-mobiles are being stolen, 
and ecouge generally is eating at the edges of the taxpayers· 
millions. 

Wade is being employed by an American senator, one of 
the last Democr.m who cares about things. All of the 
charaeters are aware of everything 1ha1 has gone before them: 
they are Americans but they consuntly re-live (and ,,isit) the 
sites that the Nor.veg,ian Amundsen, and all the British 
exploren knew. They C2fl aetually re-visit the huts in which 
Scott or Shackleton lived or died. In the intense cold nothing 

Robert J. S:rn~er Fr,1meshzft 
~ f. , n /\V\ ' , 'I \ 

Reviewed by Alison Sinclair 

Pierre T ardivel is nineteen when he discovers that he is not 
his father's son but the son of a man now affl icted with 
Huntington's diseilSe. He faces a choice between suicide, or 
genius - to fil the achievemenis of a lifetime into the fifteen 
or twenty years which may be left him. He chooses the 
latter, A research scientist, he eschews the obvious pursuit of 
The Cure, and turns instead to understanding the purpose of 
all those 1racu of DNA which do not encode genes. His 
work takes him from Montreal to Berkeley, into 1he 
labor.nary of Professor Burian Klimus, Nobel prize-winner, 
and into marriage to Molly, who has her own genetic quirk -
a frameshift mutation which makes her a short-range 
1elepa1h. They w-am a child, but Pierre refuses to risk passing 
on his defect, and Molly has bttn rendered infertile by an 
infection; they will need both a donor father and IVF. To 
their surprise, Buruil Klimus volunteers. Molly's pregnancy 
i.s confirmed - and then Pierre is approached by Avi Meyer, 
Agent for the Department of Jwtice ... and Nazi hunter. 
Meyer believes that forty yean ago K.Jimus was a 
concenrrat ion camp commandant known as Ivan the 
Terrible, a sadiSt and a mass murderer. Tardivel's problems 
compound as an anempt is made on his life, and he learns of 
the mu rders of other people suffering from Huntington's and 
other genetic and chronic diseases, all of whom belong to his 
own health insurance company. And then he gradually 
comes to realise there is something odd about his daughter, 
Amanda .. 
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rots - not kitchen waste, not excrement, and though huts and 
buildings may move on or sink and be buried in the snow 
they may all be found again . In almost any other area one 
lives in 1he remains of 1he past, but there the preserving 
power of 1he cold means that a visitor migh1 live in the 
whole anefaet. ln faet, as Wade Nanon discovers, this i.s 
what al least some of the ecoteurs are doing. 

Antarwc.2 has two other themes: one, the investigation of 
the minds of the pas! explorers, driven by British stiff upper 
lip, or general stupidi1y. Robinson quotes from the classic 
accounts of those disastrow expttiitions, but his sub-editor 
leis him down, and he makes erron, such as references to the 
Bay'1 Own Wttkly, when he means the BayJ Own Paper, and 
he also manages to mis-quote the Iii.St words of C:1.p1ain 
Oates. Francis Spufford's recent /May&, Some Tune (F:1.ber) 
discusses al! this in a non-fictional context. The other theme 
is politics - there are actually two rebel groups living out on 
the ice, and the discussions of their rival theories recalls all 
the discussions in the Mars trilogy. 

luhenge has a background of politics, uprisings, fleeing 
rebels apparently. But only apparently, because reading on 
each new section denies the truth of the previous one. The 
icy eponymous replica of Stonehenge is either thrtt hundred 
or thirty years old. And although 1he Story thro-ws in anti
ageing drugs, planetary travel and wars in space, it is actually 
a metafiction about the construction of texts. I enjoyed it 
more when I had realised that . At the bean of Antan."ttca I 
found much more of a cold emptiness. 

Compile a list of all the issues surrounding DNA roday, 
and they are all represen1ed: the bi~rhics of screening for 
genetic disorders; health insurance and genetic disorders; 
using DNA for forensics and identification; rhe dark past and 
modern consideration of eugenics; genetics exploited to 
suppon racism; 'fossil DNA'; the mechanisms of evolu1ion; 
genes and behaviour; unethical human experimentation . 
There are two unifying moments, wherein Sawyer drops a 
noose over his farrago of themes and issues and delicately 
draws them together. One is where the Tardivel family sit for 
a family portrait, and Molly reflects that their ponrait is a 
ponrait of humanity, pas1, presen1 and future. The second is 
in the great discovery that Pierre Tardivel makes before his 
disease claims him: the proof of the frameshift hypothesis, 
under which those vast reacts of apparently unexprc:sud 
DNA contain instruetions for future mutations - i.n essence, 
the blueprints for 1he future evolution of humankind. Those 
were- what made me say, 'Ah, now I see what he's about.' 
They were also wha1, 10 my mind, made the novel science 
fietion, rather th.an a topical thriller. 

I admire the chutzpah it takes to propose a discovery in 
an immediate and unfolding field, as well as to suggest, 
however briefly, that evolution is SOmftJne's masterplan. I 
might have wished that Sawyer had bttn willing 10 efface 
some of his themes in favour of a fuller developmenl of 
others - but that is a quibble. The issues surrounding DNA 
are numerous and complex, and he has tackled them boldly. 
The story - of a man driven to pursue both discovery and 
justice, despite threats from both inside and out - is 
satisfying. And the deeper meaning is there for the finding. 
What more can one ;i.sk from a novel? 
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Charles Sheffield Puttmg Up Roots 
,(1/,.r , \f, ,,, •I 

Reviewed by John R. Or2111 

Fourteen year--old Josh Kerrigan :arrives home to find his 
mo1her h:as abandoned him, leaving him money 10 go to 
relatives. His memories of his aunt and uncle are swiftly dealt 
a punishing blow. When he arrives, he finds his aun1, a 
kindly woman, has died, and his uncle has remarried, this 
time to a glamorous blond who could give lessons to all the 
wicked stepmothers in the whole of fairyta le land. The only 
person who hasn't changed is his cousin, Dawn, who he finds 
out is :mtistic. But all is no1 well on the farm. A huge food 
conglomerate has bought up all the water rights, and made a 
big oHer for the farm. The only s1icking poin1 is Dawn. 
Wicked Aunt/stepmother soon fixes that. She m~ipulates 
the uncle to send Josh and D.iwn to another planet, licensM 
by the food conglomerate to start a new life. That is the last 
the reader hears about them. 

Josh :md Dawn find themselves aboard a space vessel with 
SC\'eral other young people, all of ll.•hom have become a 
problem to their parents in one way or another. On arrival 
at the base, they find there is only one person there, and he 

bm Smcbir & D.:n e McKean 5/ou• Cbocol,ltt' 

. lutopsv 
/ / 1'1 / I ~ /1 / {\t, \ / ,, ' I \" 

Reviewed by Andrew M. Butler 

TherC'·s a moment in Willi:am S. Burroughs's first published 
novel when he introduces a character named Norton: 'He 
looked like George Raft, but was taller. [ ... He] was a hard 
working thief'. First glimpSM within the fr.1gile pages of an 
Ace Double, this character seems to form the cent re of the 
latest production by Beat aficionado lain Sinclair. Norton 
was there at the death of Christopher Marlowe and around 
the co rner from the murder of Jack the Hat, trJpped within 
the boundaries of London rather than New York T imes 
Square, usually to be found within the Isle of Dogs or 
Leytonstone, but lureable 10 the West End ... Obsessed with a 
millionaire author and political fixer, he is apparently 
documenting every las1 detail of the city with the aid of 
photographer Axel Turner, whilst avoiding retribution from 
East End gangsters or alchemic avatars. 

To call this a novel would be misleading - to impose a 
unity which would dinon the weave of the fabric. Even 
t-.iking novel in the sense of something new would be giving a 
false impression - yes, :a wholly original work, but one 
following in the footsteps of Martin Rawson's graphic novel 
of The Wane LAnd or Anthony Burgess"s Dead Man in 
Deptford or Enderby's D;lrk LAdy or Peter Ackroyd's 
Hawksmoor ('God fo rbid that Ackroyd should pastiche this 
one' cries Norton early on), and one that wears much 
his1ory, yet wears it lighil y. William BL1ke. Joseph Conrad. 
T.S. E1iot. {Unreal City!). Stephen Fry. Tomte lei's All M.:ike 
LOVC' m London. The second neares1 foufather I cm think of 
is Brian Fawcett's Cambodia, where sections too long to be 
vignettes, too shon to be shon stories, are tied 1ogether by a 
liter.ii sub1ext commeming on Gmbodia and America. 

The nearest is Burroughs - who hem time most 
s;i,1isfac1orily in Cmes of th,: Red N,ght - but ll.'it h less sex and 
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1ells them a highly implawible story to account fo r the lack 
of personnd. Another adult soon joins 1he group, much 10 
the chagrin of Brewster, the man who fim met them. Events 
unfold at a rapid pace, ~d Dawn plays a large part in 
discovering the tnllh about Solferino. 

I found Putting Up Roots a highly stimulating book. This 
is t he first time I h:ave ever come :across 1he problems of 
autism discussed in a science fiction novel. Come to think of 
it, it's the first time I've come across the problem in any 
gen re. Sheffield uses lhe book as a platform to highlight other 
problems, too. The effects of divorce, gambling, and marital 
break-ups on young people; drug addiction, and last but by 
no means least, the envi ronment. 

This is obviously a novel for young :adults; but it is 
1ightly written, well paced, and d~ not shy away from 
difficult questions. In fact, being a novel for juveniles, it has :a 
l2It,e :advantage: there is no padding, no infodumping, jwt 
good writing. The plot is intriguing, the characters well 
thought out, and 1he final denouement adds .i nice twist . Add 
to th:at superb book design, and :a stunning dustwrapper 
illustrated by Vincent Di Fate, I mean could you ask for 
more? I couldn't. 

simpler prose. A prose too poetic to be hard boiled. (Think 
C handler with similes ironed out . High Windows and 
Mirlowe both :appear - although Chandler 100k his from 
Malory rather than double agen1 Kit). And Dave McKean's 
illustrations - which spill over from ch:apter beadings into 
entire chapters - are surely impossible without Burroughs's 
writings about cut-ups and fold-ins: ' In the. safety of 
McKean's world ten could become image, words would be 
isolated, photogr:iphs warped and set over fabu low maps'. 
~ Id prints. Photographs. Sketches. The A to Z. The paper 
uself. Texts become images, illwtrator becomes char:icter: 
'(McKean:] I never had these problems with Neil Gaiman. 
Neil's a pro'. Or author becomes illustnuor as character. 

Sometimes the page is t00 r1oir. Sometimes the text is too 
obscured: :another ink tone would h:ave lihed things into 
legibility unless we are meant to be kept in the dark at 
points. (We are - but which points?). And the same feeling I 
got reading Alan Moore·s Vo,ce of the Fire: yes, ok, 
Nonhampton, why not, but - st1/I - why? There's .i whiff of 
1he arbitrary - 01her incidents could be told, just as well as 
these. Norton is tnp~ in London, yes, bu1 we can see New 
York or San Francisco (witness quotes from Weldon Kees - a 
suicide from the Golden Ga1e Bridge - and Gregory Corso) 
or Lawrence, Kansas. All times all places are one. Qerus.ilem 
Athens Alexandria Vienna London . Unrea1). 

But a book to reread, to watch it slot together and fall 
apan, to witness a bravura spectacle, to be left speechless and 
returning to yellowing Ace paperbacks and dime novels. 
Read. Watch. Wonder. Marvell. 

L Neil Snuth Bretta ,l/artv11 
/( ,;,. t - , ,, ,1 /\r,\ J' \l\<J 

Reviewed by Chris Hill 

The s1ory so far: Robreua Islay accompanies her father 
(Arran Islay, once the infamous space pirate 'Henry Manyn') 
on a mission to find the home of 1he galactic slave trade. En 



route she is raped and beaten by the slavers' spy, thrown into 
a waste comister and ejected into space. She is rescued by 
escaped slaves and develops a plan to gain revenge upon the 
slavers. Now read on ... 

Actually, there is no need to read on much funher as by 
now you are within 50 pages of the end of the book. Much 
of the first half is taken up by characters discussing things 
that both pariies already know but the reader does not (unless, 
unlike myself, they have read Henry Martyn the book to 
which this is a sequel) . 

The novel is marketed as a tale of derring-do upon the 
high seas of space. Stories like this only work if they are 
either a) very well written or b) very fast moving. This is 
neither. As a result it never really succeeds in overcome the 
basic ridiculousness of its concept. 

L. Neil Smith has twice won the Prometheus award for 
Libertarian fiction. If this is a fair example of his work 1 can 
only assume that the award is presented for obviousness of 
politics, rather than the quality of the writing. For example 

Martha Soukup The Arb1t1,rrv Pl,rcemnll 
of \\.11/, 

/) I I / ' _' ~~ \ 'I j\f; \ 1, -~~ I/ 

Reviewed by Paul Kincaid 

Despite a diminishing marketplace, science fiction is one of 
the few arenas still available where a writer can make a 
reputation (if not necessarily a living) by writing short 
st0ries. We should be grateful for it, for among others things 
it allows us to enjoy the work of Martha Soukup. She has 
written no novel to date, and seems reluctant to embark 
upon such a venture, but over the last decade she has written 
a couple of dozen elegant and subtly unsettling short stories 
that are about as good as they come. 17 of those stories are 
collected here, and reading them one after the other reveals 
just how good a writer she is. 

The stories tend 10 share one basic theme: they are studies 
of loss and defeat, of sexual desire and sexual failure. 
Inhabiting the body of a mannequin allows one actor to 
make extraordinary protestations to ano1her, only to 
discover that the disguise of the false body does not protect 
him from 1he resultant loss. A woman is torn between 1wo 
lovers and wishes to have them both: she achieves her wish 
by splitt ing in two, only to find that each half of her yearns 
constantly for the other's lover. Another woman longs for 
her best friend's lover, but achieving her desire results in all 
three of them losing. In a world where every sexual union is 
a matter of formal social contracts, a woman seeks to gain her 
lover by forging documents, but once more achieving one's 
desire can only end in loss. You find the pattern recurring 

Starha,,k \\',dkmg to Ml'lltt1V 

I I! 1 ~, 11 r• i-, 11 I\R\ .,,, , I 1 

The Fzjtb S,u red Thm?, 
I JI/ I ". /\{;\ ,,, ) , 

Reviewed by Kathy T aylor 

1he Fifih Sacred Thing is a superb feminist ecological fantasy 
that compares with the best of Margaret Atwood. It ponrays 
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when Bretta is subjected to multiple rape this should be 
deeply shocking. But it is just given a couple of paragraphs 
and then on to the next bit with no psychologic-.1 after
effects (although she does get to knife the perpetrator in the 
end, so that's all right, isn't it...?). In addition he Is one of 
those writers who develops 'strong' female characters and yet 
manages to be incredibly sexist at the same time. 

The book is essentially a thinly-veiled Libertarian tract. A 
section of the narrative is a description of the 'perfect' 
libenarian society left behind on Earth's moon when the 
malcontents have been forcibly ejected (of course we never 
get to experience this society in action, we are just told how 
wonderful it is). It seems that the greatest crime is to be acted 
upon instead of aeting (If you let yourself be ruled by slavers 
and are killed during a raid, then that is just your hard luck 
for not rebelling). 

Ultimately this is an overlong and offensively preachy 
book without even the virtue of being fun. 

again and again throughout these stories, but it never 
becomes stale. What makes Manha Soukup such a good shon 
story writer is that she has learned the trick that Philip K. 
Dick perfected, of working the same theme over and over 
again yet always doing so in a way that makes it feel fresh 
and original. 

And Soukup does have a remarkably original take on 
things. 'The Story So Far' tells of a minor character in a story 
who seizes what life she can during those brief scenes when 
she is involved in the action. 'Good Girl, Bad Dog' takes us 
inside another fiction, this time the fiction of Lassie, and 
shows how that perfect screen hero can use that heroism to 
become a highly successful villain . 

Even when she follows traditional or familiar tropes, she 
manages to turn them inside out so they no longer seem 
quite the same story. 'Alita in the Air' is about a little girl 
sent alone across country; at the airport of arrival she tells 
one lie and finds a completely different life opening up; it's a 
version of the Flying Dutchman, but not one you'd 
recognise straight away. When she writes of ghosu, in 'The 
Arbitrary Placement of Walls', they are figures of disillusion 
and demoralisation, not of threat or fear; and when ghosu 
recur in 'Absent Friends', they bring life, not death. 

Most of these stories are comedies, but they are black 
comedies that will leave you not sure exactly why you -arc 
laughing. Most of these stories end with defeat or loss, but 
feel life-enhancing for all that. All these stories will involve, 
intrigue and delight you; and all will make you celebrate the 
fact that there is still a place in science fiction for the short 
story. 

the dash between two extremes of culture, the Steward's 
theocratic totalitarian militaristic regime and the City, a 
peaceful, culturally diverse democracy. 

The story is told from the viewpoints of three of the 
City's citizens; Bird, Madrone, and Maya. Bird is a musician 
who, several years prior to the start of the book, went on a 
raid into the Stewards land to shut down a leaking nuclear 
reactor. He survived the raid, and it is through his awakening 
in a Steward's prison and subsequent escape attempts tha1 we 
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initially learn about the Steward's regime. Madrone is a 
doctor who works by a combination or technology and 
'energies'. Through her, and through Maya, an elder and one 
or the leading ,.-oices, '9.'e learn about the City. 

TM Fifth Sacrtd Thmg works well on many levels. As an 
adven1ure story it moves with skiHul fluidity, changing the 
pace to match the flow or events. Although the overa11 
resolution or the intermediate plot lines is predictable - Bird 
escapes - Stuhawk main1ains sufficien1 tension at the 
appropriate places for this to be a real 'page turner'. The 
char.men .ire: well drawn with all the complex faults, virtues 
and m01ivations of real people, and the book works well as a 
discussion of why people behave as they do. However it is 
the depiction of the City, and the clash of the two ideologies, 
that lifts The Fifth Sacred Thmg from a very good book to a 
classic. The complex ecological and social philosophies of the 
City are a vision of the future as it could be, a way for an 
ideal society to exist in balance with na1ure and itself, a 
would-be utopia that, on a good day, 2!most looks possible. 
The final clash of the two ideologies provides a superb climax 

Mu:h;iel S" ;in" 1ck ],,ck F,mst 
U I ~· "" , f\f, \ \ I - ' / -

Reviewed by Joseph Nicholas 

We all know the Faust legend, of the ma.n who sold his soul 
to the devil in exchange for total knowledge, the subtext 
being that knowledge per~ is inherently d.i.ngerous. Here's a 
variation: in late fiftttnth century Germany, Johannes Faust 
experiences a menu.I visitation by an entity naming itself 
Mephistopheles, who promises him total knowledge with the 
quui pro quo that Faus1 must listen 10 everything he says. The 
entity is motivated by jealousy at humanity's relatively 
longer lifespan; its purpose is to provoke humanity's 
destruction. Faust, believing that his new knowledge will 
enable him co prevent this, accepts the bargain. 

Faust finds, however, that the people of Wittenberg aren't 
interested in the new principles of physics he's discovered: all 
they want are things and money. Fleeing the town ahead of 
his creditors - but after ascending in a hot-air balloon and 
nailing 1he periodic table to a church door - he goes to 
Nuremburg and enters into partnership with the banker 
Reinhardt, whom he persuades to underwrite his inven1ions 
by outlining the milimy purposes to which they may be 
put. Thus 1he industrial revolution arrives, and soon Faust's 
factories are turning out repealing rifles, breech-loading 
howiturs, poison gases, and all the other accoutrements of 
modern warfare. Yet still he pursues his attempts at 
enlightening humanity; yet again, even as his antibiotics save 
Nuremburg from cholera, his ideas are rejected by the 
conservative social forces about him. Helped by the English 
spy William Wycliffe, he flees again 10 London, ,·here he 
finds himself once more designing new and better ways of 
killing people: tanks, bombers, the dreadnoughts which 
defeat the Spanish Armada. As Mephistopheles tells Faust 
again and again: no one cares about ideas; they just want 
things. 

There :ire several targets in all this. One is our propensity 
for slaughtering e:ich other - although we claim the twentieth 
century -as an exception (two world wars, several genocides, 
Stalin's purges, Mao's 'Great Leap Forward', forty years of 
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10 the book, with echoes of the siege of ancient cities and of 
past champions of peace such as Ghandi. 

By comparison, Walking u, M~ury is a disappointment. 
h is a partial autobiography of Maya, and its emphasis is on 
the mo1ivatioru of its characters r.uher than on its limited 
plot. One of the advantages of such a book is to put you 
inside the head of the character and by empathising with 
them learn what it would be like to live in a different world 
or lifestyle. I found it difficult to do this with Maya, perhaps 
because her family background and adolescent preoccupation 
with drugs make her too different . Both Maya and the 
supporting characters are convincingly written and the book 
does furnish some background to ~ Fifth Sacrtd Thmg. 

\flalking to Mercury is not really a science fiction or 
fantasy novel. There is a certain amoum of Earth magic and 
mysticism in it, but no more than would be present in m.i.ny 
mainstream novels. If you like books which are about the 
main character discovering herself you will probably like this 
one, but if you are looking for an adventure story or for 
something deeper try The Fifth Sacred Thmg instead. 

Cold War-inspired 'low intensity conflicts'), we have in fact 
bttn maiming, murdering and incinenting each Olher all 
through our history: this century differs only in the greater 
number killed and the more meticulous recording of the 
killing. Another target is the contradiction betwttn the love 
of philosophica1 enquiry by which we claim to be motivated 
and the desire for instant gratification which always 
overwhelms it: the desire for things, things, and more things, 
and never mind the more difficult question of 
comprehending the structure of the physical unive~. A 
third target, which emerges towards the end of the novel, is 
the pollution and other ecologici,I by-products of our 
activities, and the danger they pose to the global 
environment which we cannot escape and must save if we arc 
to survive. 

Swanwick's vision is :i despairing o ne; and the novel 
would be grim indeed were it not for ils blackly comic sty!~. 
One laughs and winces in roughly equal measures - and edges 
10wards 1he uneasy conclusion, as we stand on the brink of 
1he third millennium of the Christ ian era, that the Faustian 
bargain which underlies our civilis:nion might not be such 2 
good deal after all. 

l--1:trn TurtledO\e Hou. Feu.. Rem,m1 
{) • ' ' I 

Reviewed by Paul Kincaid 

One d.i.y, in September 1862, a Confederate messenger 
dropped three cigars in a Maryland fie.Id. Some time later, the 
cigars were discovered by a Union corporal and sergeanl, 
who also found that the cigars were wrapped in a copy of 
General Lee's Special Order 191 which laid out the 
dispositions and objectives of his various armies on this 
invasion of the North. This information allowed even the 
dilat0ry General McClellan to act decisively, bringing on the 
battle of Antietam. The battle was a military dra.w, but Lee 
was forced to withdraw and Lincoln was able to claim a 
victory and issue his Emancipation Proclamation. This 
altered the entire nature of the Civil War, and denied the 



Euro~an powers any chance of intervening on behalf of the 
Confederacy. 

In Harry Tunledove's latest ahernate history novel those 
cigars are not lost, the resulting battle is another Southern 
victory, Britain and France do intervene, and the 
Confederacy is firmly established. Years pass, not quite the 
years of economic growth actually experienced by the re• 
United States, and in 1881 Confederate President Longstreet 
negotiates the purchase of two provinces from Mexico which 
will give the Confederacy an outlet to the Pacific. In the US 
the first Republican President since Lincoln was 
ignominiously ousted from office sees this as an excuse for 
war or, more properly, for revenge. Thus the scenario. 

Tunledove has already written one classic novel about the 
South winning the Civil War, Gims of the South (1992), and 
has long been rumoured to be working on a sequel set at the 
time of the First World War. This new novel is no sequel to 
Guns of the South (which required time travel by dispossessed 
Afrikaaners armed with Kalashnikovs to ensure Lee's 
victory), but it does seem to set the scene for that putative 
later book . The art of war has moved on in the twenty years, 
and the stalemated battle that results in Kentucky is a stark 
precursor of the trench warfare to come. And therein lies 1he 
main problem with this book. 

In Guns of the Soulh the twis1 of fortune was dealt with 
briskly in the first part of the novel, but the book was really 
abou1 the consequences of Southern victory, and in particular 
the divergence in views on the role of blacks between the 
white supremacist South Africans and the Confederates. How 
Few Remain does not follow that model, but rather the 
model of his WorldWar tetralogy, in which the progress of 
events rather than the consequences of events lies at the heart 

Jack Vance Tbe Demon Prmces Volume Ti., o 
0 I I r ,~rr ,21 ,,, l'\H\ I \\,I,-,\ 

Reviewed by Steve Palmer 

This is a welcome, and rather fetching reprint of the final 
two volumes of Jack Vance's classic 'Demon Princes' 
sequence, begun in 1964 with 7he Siar King and concluded in 
1979 and 1981 with the two novels collated here, The Face 
and 71,e Book of Dreams. 

There is liule doub1 that Jack Vance's style is an acquired 
taste, or at least a taste tha1, like the pungent foods so 
hilariously described in The Face, is for some simply too 
strong. An SFX reviewer rather carelessly criticised this style 
when referring 10 his most recent work, Night/amp, en1irely 
missing the point of this master of futuristic prose. You don't 
read Jack Vance for snobbish literary niceties, you read him 
for the sheer exhilaration of his unique imagination. 

The plot of the Demon Princes sequence is simple. On a 
terrible day, Kirth Gersen·s parents and home planet are 
destroyed by five awful personages, the Demon Princes, who 
have joined up for a unique feat of criminal activity. Kirth's 
grandfather subsequently trains him, as he grows from boy 
to man, to get revenge - an ignoble but understandable 
attitude, and one Kinh takes up with alacrity. The five are 
secretive in the extreme, but by the time of Jbe Face three 
Demon Princes are dead. Ki rth has gained and lost love, 
visi1ed bizarre worlds, and pushed himself to the limits of 
deduction in his monomaniacal desire for revenge. 
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of 1he book. The pauern of the book is one that Turtledove 
has very much made his own, a rapid succession of brief 
scenes in which a huge cast of characters (many of them 
genuine historical figures) play out an intricately plotted 
network of stories which intersect and separate to provide a 
panoramic view of events. Through this device we follow 
every moment of the war, from its first rumblings to its 
dying fall. It has to be said that Turtledove handles action 
scenes ex1raordinarily well, and there is a great deal of fun to 
be had with the way he has fitted real people into this revised 
history - Sam Clemens is a newspaperman in San Francisco, 
Abraham Lincoln (no assassin's bullet in this history, of 
course) is a roving lecturer espousing a political view akin to 
Marxism, George Armstrong Custer is still the headstrong 
cavalryman here involved in putting down an insurrection by 
the Mormons of Utah, while Theodore Roosevelt is a young 
man eagerly putting together his own troop and dreaming of 
military glory. Nevertheless there is little in the book beside 
the action, all the consequences are in what we, the readers, 
bring to the book by recognising what was to come in the 
First World War. Indeed, this is dearly and consciously pan 
of Turtledove's intent, since one of the mos1 significant 
charac1ers in this book is van Schlieffen, here German 
military attache observing the war, but in our timeline the 
man who devised the German plan that launched the First 
World War; his observations make it obvious that 
Turtledove is foreseeing a European war very different in 
character from the one we experienced. Unfortunately, that 
is the book at the heart of Turtledove's thinking, this novel, 
for all its thrills, its absorbing storytelling, its vivacity, reads 
!ike little more than a scene-setting exercise for what is to 
come, and that is a handicap it can never quite overcome. 

Most Jack Vance aficionados believe 7be Face to be the 
best of the series, and this is also my feeling. As a plot it is 
virtually perfect; it could hardly run more smoothly. Kirth 
Gersen has to find the notorious Lens Larque, as usual wi1h 
virtually nothing to go on. After much research in spice 
laden kitchens and back alleys, he arrives on the planet Dar 
Sai, where live the Darsh, a society of lumpen desert 
dwellers, opposed by the almost fay-like Methven. There 
follows one of the most delightful of all Vance's innumerable 
set-pieces, whereby Kirth discovers that control of a mining 
company is behind Lens Larque's plan, and as a result buys 
enough shares to start ordering people about. I canno1 
recommend The Face too highly. 

So to the finale of the sequence. The only remaining 
Demon Prince is Howard Alan Treesong, the most secretive 
and mysterious of the lot. In The Book of Dreams - a reference 
to the childhood diary of the villain, in which his multiple 
personality is described - Kirth has just a single photograph 
to go on, but after painstaking deduction and the help of his 
new (and, the reader hopes, last) love-interest, he tracks down 
the final Demon Prince. During this process Kirth witnesses 
one of the most poignantly awful acts of retribution ever 
visited upon former schoolchums, a scene that all who were 
teased or bul!ied at school will empathise with .. . 

In summary, buy this! It's not hard science fiction, i1's 
not exactly character based. It's not really classifiable at a!\. 
h's Jack Vance. 
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Ian \X atson Or,tcle 
' ' ' \ I •' 

Reviewed by Brian Stableford 

Like its predecessor, Hard Qurstio,a, Ian Watson's Oracle is a 
cross-genre exercise which attempts to gnh sciencefict ional 
ideas on 10 a 1hriller base. Wauon has 1ried similar 
e,cperimen1s before, producing 'science fanusies' as the 
1rilogy begun with 7M Book of ck RrvrT and the two-volume 
'Book of ~hna', and several sf/ horror stories during the 
0im.tion which produced Mr:,.t and '11N Fm Wann. Given 
that he h:is never been a writer to stand still, it seems 
probable that this phase will nm last long, and I have to 
confess that I shall not be sad to see the last of it. This is not 
because Wauon does this kind of thing :my worse 1han 
anybody else - his work is always read.tble and always 
written with admirable usi - but because this- panicular 
process of hybridization always produces manners. 

The s-tancbrd method of deploying sf materials within a 
thriller is, of course, to use innov.ltive science and 1echnology 
as a source of dire threau which 1he heroes must put away -
thus producing an implicitly - and mostly idiotically -
technophobic subgenre. Wats0n has too much intelligence to 
do tha1 in any s1raightforward fashion, but 1he ingenuity he 
invests in trying to wriggle out of that trap goes to was1e in 
the end - as it wu, I fear, always bound to do. 

Orarlr is 1he s-1ory of ro experiment in time-bending 
whose first run accidentally displaces a Roman centurion 
from 60 A.D. into the present. Becawe this is- ;a thriller the 
device in question is being tested by Ml5 and Ml6, who hope 
to use it to peep into the fo1ure and thus obuin forewarning 
of terrorist oper.nions. ln o rder to explain (a) how and why 
.an ideative sledgehammer has been restricted to the purpose 
of cracking a narrative nut, and (b) why, given this, its first 
run attempted to focw on Roman Britain, Watson bas to 
Stretch his ingenuity to the full. He knows full wdl - as you 
and I do - that the real implications of the possibility he is 
dangling are frankl y apocalyptic (we have all read T. L. 

Sherred's 'E for Effon', have we not?) but thrillers an only 
deal with comprehensively-ave.ned apocalyptic threau and 
wually prefer to work on a cosier scale than that. An IRA hit 
squad planning to assassinate the queen on a S\'ate visit to 
Belgium is more typical of your average off-the-peg thriller, 
so that is what Watson's Orarlt actually reveals, when it does 
begin to work after the wretchedly inept fashion which is 
necessary 10 restrict its revelnions to thriller-dimensions. 

Watson's ingenuity is also Stretched to the limit - and 
puhaps beyond - in tangling up bis displaced Romm with 
the aforementioned IRA hit-squad (while simuhaneously 
disposing of 1he mad scientist who inven1ed the guilty 
machine). Thrillers are not renowned fo r their plausibility 
but the coincidence-st rewn sequence of narrative moves 
which is employed to deliver al l the various panics to their 
allotted comeuppances and to set the stage for the final shoo1-
out in the Brussels Atomium (,tnother hybrid, crossing D.ry 
of UN Jadul and North by Northu-at) seems- to me to be a lot 
harder to swallow than the casual sciencefictional de.id a 
machma which provides the Story with a conclwion or son.s. 
I uy 'of sons' be.cause it is .at this point that Watson finally 
gives up 1he ghost and simply chucks his horrible hybrid into 
the nearest bin, washing his hands of the soggy crumpled 
m=. 

Giv~n tha1 the job it tries to do is frank.Jy impossible, 
Oraclt 11 not a bad .attempt. h d~ accomplish what it sets 
out to do in the limited sense that the narrative succttds in 
appropriating the urgent n.arrative thrust typical of the 
thriller genre. For all its follies and fudges Oracle remains a 
'rattling good read' - and some readers, at least, will not care 
that the rattling in question is indicative of Heath Robinson 
manufacture and built-in obsolescence so up-to-the-mlllute 
that the damn thing falls apm before 1he journey is half way 
through. Happily, Ian Wats0n is the kind of writer who will 
already be moving on to pastures new - hopefully to pastures 
where his ingenuity and intelligence can be invested in ;a 

project more wonhy of their deployment . 

These arc somt' of the 01:hcr boob we hlvt" SttO rccmdy. A mention here does nol ntct"5"1rily preclude a r"-i"' in a later issue of Vtttor. 

Alain Carrau &. Jc:an-Luc Puthcud 
The Avengers Companion 
Til:ln, 1997, 194pp, £14.99 ISBN I 85286 728 0 
First published in France in 1990 and now available in 
English for lhe first time, this is a lavishly illustrated 
companion lo The Avengers, from the original I 961 
series which starred Ian Hendry to 71N New A't't'ngt>n 
which w:;as broadcast in 1977. The book includes 
interviews, a brief guide to all 161 episodes, longer 
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accounts of ten key episodes and even a celebration of 
the fashion. 

Arthur C . C larke 
3001: The Final Odyssey Ul 
Voyagtr, 1997, 17Jpp, £5.99 ISBNO 586 0662• t 
The final adventure in the series that began with 2001: 
A Space Odyury in 1968. In Vt 96, Chris Hill comments: 
't.he prose: style is as dear as always, but somehow the 
whole thing feels a bit dilu1ed. I came away with the 



feeling that Clarke's heart was not really in the 
venture.' 

A.C. Crispin 
Star Wars: The H utt Gambit Ill 
Bantam, 1997, J40pp, £5.99 !SBN0 553 50547 5 
Volume Two of 'The Han Solo Trilogy', this novel is 
set before the period of the Star Wars films and tells the 
story of young Han Solo, a fugitive from the Imperial 
Navy and setting out on his career as smuggler and 
adventurer. 

David J. H owe 
Doctor Who: A Book of Monsters 
BBC Books, 1997, J 18pp, £16.99 !SBN0 563 40562 7 
Here they all are, the monsters that have had 
generations of us hiding behind sofas. This collection 
contains a history of the series, an A-Z of monsters, and 
longer chapters on Cybermen, Ice Warriors, Sontarans, 
Haemovores and, of course, Daleks. 

Diana Wynne Jones 
A Sudden Wild Magic 
Vista, 1997, 380pp, £5.99 !SBN0 575 60197 3 
There is something strange in the fact that one of our 
finest fantasists seems to get better recognition in 
America than she does here. Like several of her recent 
books, this novel was first published in America, in this 
case in 1992, and it wasn't until 1996 that it appeared in 
this country. Reviewing in V 191, Andrew M. Butler 
said: 'It is gripping, moving and amusing by turns, like 
Jones's best work. Except I don 't really feel that it is 
her best work; I get the sense that she is holding back' 

Stephen Jones & David Sutton (Eds) 
Dark Ter rors 2 
Vista, 1997, J19pp, £5.99 /SBN0 575 60235 X 
Dark Terrors 3 • 
Goilancz, 1997, 38/pp, £16.99 ISBN0 575 06516 8 
The two latest original horror anthologies which 
feature both new and established writers, and a number 
better known for their work outside the horror genre. 
Volume 2, from 1996, for instance, contains 18 stories, 
including contributions from Paul J. McAuley, Michael 
Marshall Smith, Kim Newman and Harlan Ellison. 
Volume 3, from 1997, has new stories by Ray 
Bradbury, Poppy Z. Brite, Neil Gaiman, Storm 
Constantine, Pat Cadigan and Michael Marshall Smith 
among its 20 stories. 

Paul Kearney 
The Heretic Kings 
Vista, 1997, J20pp, £5.99 lSBN 0 575 60186 8 
Talking about the second volume in Kearney's 
sequence, 71,e Monarchies of God, which is set in a thinly 
disguised late-Medieval Europe under threat from 
infidels and heretics, Mark Plummer said, in Vt 94, 
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'While t he parallels with our own history are obvious 
there are sufficient plot developments and 

revelations, as well as teasers pointing to revelations 
ahead in the fina l volume, to keep the reader 
interested'. 

Alan Moore 
Voice of the Fire 
Indigo, 1997, 320pp, £5.99 ISBN 0 575 40055 2 

Moore tells the story of Northampton from 4,000BC 
to the present through a series of linked fantastic stories 
which bring together the mythic and the real to draw a 
map of the town thundering through history. As reality 
is turned into myth, as new beliefs are overlaid on old, 
Moore builds into a novel which was hailed by Chris 
Amies, in Vl92, as 'a book of signs and wonders'. 

Kristine Kathryn Rusch 
Star Wars: The N ew Rebellion Ill 
Bantam, 1991, 532pp, £5.99 ISBN0 553 50497 5 
The future history of t he Star Wars universe has been 
elaborately worked out, and this novel, first published 
in 1996, is set thirteen years aher the end of Return of 
the Jedi when a master of the dark side targets Luke, 
Leia and Leia's Jedi children in his bid to become 
emperor. 

Peter Schweighofer (Ed) 
Star Wars: Tales from the Empire • 
Bantam, 1997, J24pp, £5.99 ISBN O 553 50686 2 
A collection of stories taken from the Star Wars 
Adventure Journal and featuring new writers as well as 
several who have made their names writing various Star 
Wars spin-off novels. The collection includes a short 
novel written by Timothy Zahn and Michael A. 
Stackpole. 

Margaret Weis & Don Per rin 
Robot Blues 
Vista, 1997, J82pp, £5.99 ISBN O 575 60068 3 

The sequel to 1he Knights of the Black Earth, all the 
enthusiasm it could arouse from reviewer Andrew 
Adams, in Vt 90, was: 'this is neither the worst nor the 
best piece of military space opera I've ever read' 

N. Lee Wood 
Faraday's Orphans 
Vista, 1991, J51pp, £5.99 ISBN0 575 60130 2 
A post-catastrophe novel in which the face of the Earth 
has been forever changed by the geo-magnetic reversal 
of the poles. In his review in V194, John Newsinger 
said: 'Wood writes with great skill. Her devastated 
Earth is well-drawn and her characters are convincing ... 
An enjoyable read by an author worth watching out 
for.' 
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